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ABSTRACT 
Diel vertical migration (DVM) of zooplankton is common to marine ecosystems around 
the world. Here, we examine the response of zooplankton vertic~1 migration to changing 
physical conditions using acoustic Doppler current pro filers (ADeps) on the 
Newfoundland Shelf. Techniques for quantifying patterns of DVM in bioacoustic 
scattering layers are presented and evaluated, including both new methods and some 
taken from the literature. With these techniques, correlations of DVM patterns are 
examined in the horizontal, at scales of lOs afmetres and lOs of kilometres, and an 
increase in correlation with proximity is found. Migrators are observed with high 
statistical significance (p < 0.05) to spend lOs of minutes morc time at the surface in the 
morning and evening on overcast days than on clear days. Migration paths are coherent 
with isotherm depths at time scales longer than 20 days. Backscatter coefficient is 
modelled based on an empirical response to temperature and light. 
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CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION 
Marine ecosystems are fundamental to the global environment upon which humans are so 
dependent. Recent dramatic shifts in the global climate (Wee, zqol) may have large 
impacts on these ecosystems. Hence it is important to develop a better understanding of 
ecosystem responses to the changing physical environment 
Ecosystem changes can take place on a wide range of time scales and across many 
trophic levels. It is often difficult to dctennine whether observed variations are inherent 
stochastic fluctuations, or represent a morc fundamental response by the ecosystem to 
external forcing. This problem can be addressed by identifying ecosystem processes that 
are highly persistent, and whose variability can be easily measured with respect to this 
persistence. Variability can then be analysed in the context of environmental forcing. 
In this thesis, we will focus on the diel vertical migration (DVM) of zooplankton. 
DVM patterns are highly persistent throughout much of the year and can be measured 
with relative ease using bioacoustic methods. This persistence and ease of measurement 
facilitate in-depth analyses of relatively long time series and correlation with 
environmental factors that may influence DVM. Furthermore, examining the pattern of 
DVM may reveal behavioural responses to the environment that other indicators, such as 
biomass or abundance, do not. 
Zooplankton playa key role in the marine environment, both as predators and as 
prey. For example, over a period of about three years, the introduction of the ctenophore 
Mllemiopsi.~ Jeidyi to the Black Sea is estimated to have had a greater effect on biological 
.' communities and fish stocks than all other anthropogenic influences (Lalli & Parsons, 
1993). Zooplankton DVM also occurs on such a large scale as to make significant 
contributions to biogeochemical processes, such as transport of dissolved inorganic 
carbon and nitrogen to deep water (Madin et al., 2001; Hays, 200~). 
Examination of the DVM of zooplankton warrants an intertlisciplinary approach. 
Though some oceanographic questions can be addressed using methods from just one 
branch of oceanography, interdisciplinary approaches have often proven to be valuable or 
necessary for many oceanic problems. For example, physical, chemical, and biological 
processes arc all important in assessing the impact of pollutant dispersal. Detennining 
the fate ofCO~ in the oceans represents another problem that requires an integrated 
interdisciplinary approach. Many other questions related to climate change and 
ecosystem function are best answered with interdisciplinary approaches. Herein, for 
zooplankton DVM, we explore the link between physical and biological processes. 
I.t Background 
The tenn plankton, from the Greek 'planktos' for 'wandcring', refers to oceanic life 
that is primarily passively advccted by water currents in the horizontal. Zooplankton 
makes up the animal constituent of plankton, with representatives from a high number of 
taxa--e.g. crustaceans, fish larvae,jellyfish. Zooplankton sizes cover a wide range, with 
classification into size groups: nanoplankton « 2 ~m), ultra microplankton (2-20 ~m), 
microplankton (20-200 ~m), mesoplankton (200-2000 ~m), and megaplankton (> 2000 
~m), the largest of which are jellyfish and may be many metres in diameter. Copepods 
" are the most dominant constituent of zooplankton, making up at least 70% of zooplankton 
in nearly every sampled area orthe ocean (Raymont, 1983), though it should be noted that 
sampling methods using nets favour crustaceans like copepods over other more fragile 
fanns of zooplankton (Lalli & Parsons, 1993). 
Not all zooplankton movement is passive. It is common in nearly all of the 
world's oceans and many lacustrine environments to observe zooplankton undergoing a 
diel vertical mib'I'ation (Figs 1.1.1,4.0.1). Migration is typically nocturnal; zooplankton 
arc near the surface at night, and descend to deeper waters, where they spend the day. 
However, alternate migration behaviours have been observed. Some zooplankton exhibit 
'reverse' migration, spending dark hours at depth and light hours near the surface, while 
others exhibit 'twilight' migration, which is similar to nocturnal migration but with 
midnight sinking (Lalli & Parsons, 1993). Rare cases of diel horizontal migration have 
also been observed in freshwater environments, though the perceived rarity may be 
related to sampling methods (Burks et al., 2002). Zooplankton DVM has been evidenced 
for over one hundred years using net tows, and more recently using bioacoustic 
techniques. 
Despite many decades of study, neither the evolutionary mechanisms behind 
DVM nor the environmental cues influencing it are well understood. There remains 
much debate regarding both topics (el Lampert. 1989). Two fundamental assumptions 
are (I) that there is some energetic cost to swimming hundreds of metres every day (see 
Chapter 2), and (2) that there is a eost associated with low food avai lability at depth. In 
addition, migration may also carry costs related 10 metabolism and reduced birth rate 
I' 
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caused by lower temperatures at depth (Lampert, \989). There must then be a significant 
evolutionary advantage to adopting this behaviour. 
Hypotheses on adaptive value of migration 
Many evolutionary hypotheSes have been developed to explain the mechanisms 
behind zooplankton vertical migration. Predator evasion is currently the most favoured 
hypothesis. That is, zooplankton can more easily avoid visually hunting predators in 
darker waters. They inhabit deeper waters during the day, but migrate to the surface at 
night to feed under the cloak of darkness. This hypothesis is the most straight forward of 
many, and there exists supporting experimental evidence in the field (Zaret & Suffern, 
1976) and in the laboratory (Dodson, 1988; Neill, 1990). Gliwicz (1986) examined the 
copcpod Cyclops abyssoniffl in lakes with and without predatory fish, and concluded that 
natural selection is directly involved in the development of migratory behaviour. 
The appeal of the predator avoidance hypothesis lies not only in its simplicity. 
There are also a number of spin-off predictions, such as reverse migration among smaller 
species, stronger migration tendencies among more conspicuous zooplankton, and altered 
migration behaviour depending upon presence ofplanktivorous fish (el Hays, 2003). 
Robertis (2002) predicted a size dependence of timing based on predation risk. The 
predator avoidance hypothesis also feeds well into simple theoretical models of multiple 
trophic levels that can predict complex migration characteristics. lwasa (1982) developed 
a two-layer two-species game theoretical model, deriving DVM as an equilibrium 
solution. Hugie & Dill (1994) constructed a more elaborate game theoretical model. 
" Gabriel and Thomas (1988) approached the problem as a game between competing 
zooplankton populations. Clark and Levy (\988) modelled the vertical migration of the 
planktivorous sockeye salmon, assessing a number of migration hypotheses. 
It has also been suggested that vertical migration provides p,etabolic advantages. 
McLaren (1963, 1974) has historically been the strongest voice behind the metabolic 
theory, arguing that under certain conditions in near-equilibrium populations, cooler 
waters provide a demographic advantage to the copepod Pselldoca/allllS mill/llllS during 
certain developmental stages. Enriglll (1977b) developed a more elaborate model in 
which metabolic advantages in cool waters were combined with a daily decrease in 
foraging ability due to depletion of phytoplankton. In the proposed mode l, herbivorous 
zooplankton deplete the supply of phytoplankton so much during night time feeding that 
the metabo lic advantage in migrating to lower depths outweighs that of remaining in the 
surface to feed on a scarce food source. Phytoplankton is replenished during the day by 
photosynthesis. Enright and Honegger (1977) tested the issue of predation versus 
metabolic advantages by examining migration timing relative to sunrise and sunset. 
There has been a shortage of evidence backing the hypotheses of metabolic 
advantage. Furthennore, models based on this hypothesis are often highly constrained by 
assumptions, such as: food density during the night double that of the day, food intake 
directly proportional to availability, and the ability of zooplankton to greatly reduce 
mctabolic expenditures (Enright, 1977b). In fact, many studies show the opposite, that 
migrators are at a metabolic disadvantage (Stich & Lampert, 1981; Lampert el al., \988). 
A few other hypotheses have been explored. Hairston (1976) proposed that high 
radiation levels are detrimental to certain copepods, depending upon pigmentation. 
Vertical migration may be a means of redistributing populations via horizontal currents 
that are vertically stratified (ef Hays, 2003). Bosch and Taylor (1973) found DVM 
patterns in Potion polyphemoides to align with horizontal currents}n such a way as to 
prevent the migrators from being advected out of the bay. Descent of herbivorous 
zooplankton may also be a mechanism for sustaining an equilibrium of food supply 
production (Kerfoot, 1970; McAllister, 1969), or simply a consequence of having gained 
mass due to consumption (ef Hutchison, 1967). The lack of consensus suggests that no 
single hypothesis on its own fully explains the adaptive significance of DVM. 
Figure 1.1.1 Schematic ofnonnal nocturnal diel vertical migration. Migrators move 
upwards around dusk and then return to deep waters around dawn. 
Environmental cues influencing migration 
The extent to which zooplankton respond to different environmental cues is not 
well understood. In particular, it is not known how much of zooplankton behaviour is in 
response to the surrounding physical environment. and how much}s in response to local 
concentrations of predators and prey. There may also be an endogenous rhythm cuing to 
the migration (Forward, 1988; Lorke et aI., 2004), and other internal factors, such as 
nutritional status or accumulated energy, may playa role (Sekino & Yamamura, 1999). 
Many different migration patterns are exhibited by different species of zooplankton, and 
even intra-species in different environmental settings. Most studies suggest that the 
migration behaviour is flexible and adaptable, depending upon the environmental 
characteristics (Ohman, 1990). The four primary cues considered to influence migrators 
in an immediate sense are: light level or changes in light level, food availability, 
temperature, and chemical cues from predators. Also under consideration are gravity 
(geotaxis) (Strickler, 1982), salinity (Lougee et al., 2002), oxygen (LaRow, 1970), tides, 
hydrostatic pressure, and surface storms (cf Hutchison, 1967; Mauchline, 1998). The 
relative importance of each cue is uncertain. 
Light is believed to initiate and orient migration, although the manner by which 
light influences migration is unclear. The isolume hypothesis suggests that zooplankton 
migration is the result of an attempt to remain at a constant light level (Geller, 1986; 
Forward, 1988). This explains ordinary nocturnal migration, but not reverse or twilight 
migration. An alternate hypothesis is that changes in light intensity drive migration, in 
which case many migration patterns are possible. Clarke (1930, 1932) found in lab 
" experiments on Daphllia a strong phototropic response to changes in light intensity. He 
also found periodic changes in phototropic sign, suggesting an ability to adapt migration 
patterns despite consistent light cycles. Other studies have examined the effects of 
different wavelengths, polarizat ion, extinction with depth, and ot~~r variables that 
zooplankton may detcct (c[ Forward, 1988; Gal et al., 1999). 
Temperature is often regarded as playing a constraining role in migration. While 
light drives the dai ly repeating pattern, temperature stratification can dctcnnine the upper 
and lower bounds for migrators (Geller, 1986). Temperature may also be a seasonal cue 
that instigates migration for zooplankton that overwinter at depth (Mauchline, 1998). 
Some zooplankton have been obsetved to respond to chemical stimuli emitted by 
predators. Dodson (1988) found a vertical response by Daphnia to three different 
predators in laboratory experiments, both by the introduction of predators, and by the 
introduction of water that had been exposed to predators, suggesting the ability to sense 
an emitted chemical cue. Tjossem (1990) observed greater migration intensity in 
Ciwoboms latvae in water conditioned by planktivorous fish. Neill (1990) induced 
vertical migration in non-migrating Diaplol1/l/s kenai both with the introduction of 
predators, and with the introduction of water that had been exposed to predators. 
Studies on the response to food availabi lity are in conflict. Some specimens have 
been observed to increase migration amplitude with the increase of food availability (cf 
Mauchline, 1998). Fisken and Giske (1995) demonstrated reduced migration behaviour 
in high food density. Sometimes no clear relationship is seen. 
Recent models have been developed incorporating multiple cues. Han & 
Straskraba (1988, 2001) combine the effects of light, temperature, predation, and food 
availability to derive a realized predation pressure to which zooplankton respond. Liu et 
al. (2003) model optimal food intake versus predation risk at different life stages. Fisken 
& Giske (1995) model individual maximization of reproductive vJlue, combining 
physiological states with various environmental influences such a~ temperature, 
predation, and food. 
Context within larger trophic scheme 
The study area for observation of zooplankton DVM for this thesis lies around 
Newfoundland. The study was initiated as part of a Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada strategic project: The importance of cape lin (Mallotlls 
villoSlls) biology in sustaining trophic interactions in the Northwest Atlantic. The 
primary goal of the strategic project is to assess predator·prey relationships in the marine 
environment on the Funk Island Bank, off the north·east coast of Newfoundland (Fig 
1.1.2). The approach to this study involves a set of coordinated studies spanning various 
spatial and temporal scales and covering multiple trophic levels. Both thc avian predators 
and zooplankton prey of capelin are of great interest. The vertical distribution and 
vertical movements of zooplankton and capelin are fundamental to this study. 
The DVM of zooplankton may influence higher trophic levels in very direct ways. 
Carnivorous zooplankton that hunt based on tactile stimuli can forage in light or 
darkness, and can easily follow the migration pattern of zooplankton prey. Many fish 
hunt zooplankton visually, and their feeding patterns depend greatly upon the vertical 
.' distribution of their prey (el Clark & Levy, 1988). Such fish dm imitate the DVM 
pattern of their zooplankton prey both as a means of hunting and as a means of avoiding 
their predators that also hunt by sight, such as larger fish and sea birds. Nelson et al. 
(1997) observed dawn and dusk migrations by a megamouth shar~ (Megachasma 
pelagios) corresponding to a typical nocturnal dieJ pattern that suggests the relevance of 
migration of zooplankton upon which the megamouth preys. The vertical distribution of 
zooplankton predators in the water column also affects seabird diets. which are often used 
as an indicator of species abundance and distribution in marine ecosystems (Montevecchi 
& Myers, 1996). 
In this study area, adult capclin were observed to undergo nocturnal DVM. This 
may be related to the DVM pattern of their copepod prey. Furthennore, gannets preying 
on capel in have been observed to have a distribution of feeding times with peaks during 
dawn and dusk twilight hours (Garthe et af., 2003). This suggests the possibility that the 
capelin prey are below diving range of the gannets during the day, and that the gannets 
can best hunt during twilight migration times, when capel in inhabit shallower water and 
while there is still enough light to detect them. Changes in the character of zooplankton 
DVM may therefore have implications at higher trophic levels. 
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Figure 1.1.2 Survey route and mooring location for the capelin ecosystem study. Wilfred 
Templemall trip # 553, August 2004. 
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Towing nets remains a standard method to observe zooplankton ill siw; however, 
such a time and labour intensive technique restricts the practical spatial and temporal 
resolutions of measurement. Nets also enter and influence zooplallkton communities in 
the water column during sampling. Consequently, many studies involving cucs for 
migration have been perfonned in the laboratory (Clarke, 1930, 1932; Dodson, 1988; 
Lougee et al., 2002; Marcus, 1988; Neill, 1990). In recent decades acoustic techniques 
have become available with the advent of scientific acoustic echo sounders (el 
Maclennan & Holliday, 1996). Many acoustic systems, including scientific echo 
sounders (e.g. the BioSonics DTX, and simrad EK500) and other sensor systems such as 
the acoustic Doppler current profiler (AOCP), are now in common use in the ocean. The 
acoustic instrumentation otTers much higher temporal resolution, as well as infonnation 
on the entire water column, without disturbing zooplankton communities (Brierley el al., 
1998). ADCPs are primarily intended to measure water velocities, and can be moored 
and left for months at a time, recording data continuously. 
Acoustic signals are scattered off objects in the water column, and the resulting 
backscatter is dictated by the physical properties of the scatterer, such as size, orientation, 
and morphology. Common scatlerers include organisms, detritus, bubbles, turbulent 
features. and the sea floor and surface. Measured target strength, TS, in units of decibels 
(dB), is logarithmically related to the backscattering cross-section, fIb. , by 
TS = 10 logabs (Stantonetal., 1996). (1.1) 
Other calibrations of the transducers are often necessary depending on the specifics of the 
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intended measurements (Flagg & Smith, 1989). DVM studies using bioacoustics have 
become quite common (plueddemann & Pinkel, 1989; Flagg et ai., 1994; Heywood, 
1996; Ashjian et ar, 1998; Rippeth & Simpson, 1998; Tarling et al., 1998; Thomson & 
Allen, 2000; Lorke et ai., 2004; Sindlinger et ai., 2005). 
1.2 Goals of the study 
There arc two main facets to the application of acoustic data to zooplankton 
studies. The first is an ongoing effort to correlate backscatter with the quantifications of 
zooplankton abundance, taxonomy, and size in a precise way. This can be approached as 
either the "forward problem" of mathematically modelling scattering based on 
assumptions about the properties of the animal (Stanton & Chu, 2000), or the "inverse 
problem" of detemlining the properties of the animal based on measured backscatter 
(Holliday & Pieper, 1995). These problems can be vcry difficult in complex mUlti-species 
zooplankton communities. They often require directed tow studies, high temporal 
resolution acoustic data, and sometimes multiple frequencies, as well as pre-calibration of 
the instrument (Brierley et al., 1998). There are not enough tow data from the regions 
involved in this study to make a substantial contribution toward this goal, and no 
calibration was performed. 
The second facet is the common use of backs caner to provide qualitative 
information on zooplankton behaviour- in particular diel migration and spatial 
distribution. Use of ADeps for bioacoustic data in surveys and moorings has become 
quite common, and calibration data is often not available for conversion to zooplankton 
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abundance, taxonomy, and size. ThIs need not hmlt assessments of these data to the 
qualitative type however. Because of the ease and regularity of collecting such data, it is 
valuable to develop quantitative techniques for their analysis. 
Herein we provide a close examination of the migration c~kacteristics of 
zooplankton on the Northeast Newfoundland Shclf. Using thc dafa collected, wc quantify 
the day to day variation and attempt to determine the influence of environmental factors 
on the observed DVM. The specific goals of this thesis are as follows: 
I. Development, examination, and assessment of various methods for 
quantification of DVM of scattering layers in bioacoustic data; 
2. Application of quantification techniques to determine the response of migrating 
layers to environmental cues in the data; 
3. Development of an empirical model of this response that can model the variation 
in migration patterns caused by changes in the physical characteristics of the 
water column. 
The outcome is that bioacoustic data can be used to address certain questions regarding 
DVM in a quantitative manner in the absence of calibration. 
A brief discussion of the energetic costs of zooplankton migration is presented in 
Chapter 2, before examining the data. In addition to the capelin ecosystem project, past 
studies around Newfoundland provide a wealth of ADCP data that reveal DVM in the 
acoustic signals. There are also relevant temperature data from these studics, and 
climatological data from land-based weather stations that allow for examination of the 
influence of physical cues. Chapter 3 describes the collection and processing of data used 
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for this thesis. 
Chapter 4 catalogues the methods found in the literature for quantifying acoustic 
backscattcr data in a manner applicable to the DVM of zooplankton. Relevant new 
methods developed for this thesis are included, a~' well as inter-co~parison of the 
, 
methods. 
Analyses of the data using these quantification methods are presented in Chapter 
5. Primary questions of interest are those regarding migrator response to changes in light 
level, migrator response to changes in the vertical temperature profile, and horizontal 
homogeneity of zooplankton distribution. Anomalous behaviours are also identified. 
Finally. the responses ofmigrators to environmental cues are modelled in an 
empirical manner for use in the ecosystem context of the capelin ecosystem study and 
other similar ecosystem-scale projects. This model is presented in the final chapter, 
followed by a brief summarizing discussion. 
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CHAPTER 2: ENERGETIC CONSIDERATIONS 
A question at the core of the migration problem is that of energetic cost. In order to 
understand the evolutionary motives and physical cues driving miFation, it is valuable to 
first understand how much energy is expended relative to basal metabolic expenditures. 
This is a very broad topic due to the large range in size. morphology, swimming 
behaviour, metabolism, forage and escape tactics, and many other characteristics of 
zooplankton biology. 
The calculation of energy consumption of zooplankton can be estimated to first 
order as the sum two parts: swimming expenditure and metabolic expenditure. A 
discllssion of zooplankton swimming requires many considerations, such as the mode of 
propulsion, Reynolds number in the generated flow, foraging and escape tactics, 
mechanical efficiency of the body, active versus passive descent, and bottom behaviour. 
There are also many parameters influencing the metabolic rate, such as temperature, 
depth, and incrcased respiration with swimming. Because of the complexity surrounding 
such a calculation, studies typically focus on one aspcct of the problem for one type of 
organism. The discussion herein address the various approaches at an introductory level, 
and presents some initial estimates of the energetic cost of migration, illustrating how a 
range of difTering estimates is possible. 
For animals smaller than 10 mm, there is no reliable method for empirical 
estimates of energetic expenditure (Morris el aI., 1985), so estimates rely on theoretical 
hydrodynamic arguments and high speed video (Vlymen, 1970; Klyashtorin & 
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" Yarzhombek, 1973; Enright, 1977a; Lehman, 1977; Strickler, 1977; Svetlichnyi el al., 
1977; Vlymen, 1977; Morris el al., 1985). The consequence of the difficulty in 
measuring energetic expenditure is a wide range of estimates for migration costs. 
Vlymen (1970) calculated an energetic cost of migration to be O.oj% of the basal 
metabolic energy expenditure, while other studies have calculate&swimming costs to be 
many times that of basal metabolism (Morris et al., 1985). For measurements on larger 
animals, active metabolism is observed to be many times that or resting metabolism 
(Torres & Childress, 1983). 
2.1 Swimming expenditure 
Most theoretical studies focus on copcpods, the most numerous zooplankton in the 
Within this subclass, there are many different propulsion techniques that lead to 
greatly differing estimates of energetic costs. Calanoid copepods propel themselves 
primarily via continuous movements of their mouthparts. Cycloid copepods swim in 
jerky movements, known as "hop and sink" swimming, which can range in frequency 
from 1 Hz on average to 120 Hz during escape (Strickler, 1975). Morris et af. (1985) 
note large differences in estimates of energetic costs between models that assume 
continuous swimming and models that assume hop and sink swimming. This discussion 
therefore considers both cases. 
Continuous swimming 
The simplest estimates of swimming energy assume a spherically shaped animal 
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with continuous propulsion. For an upward swimming zooplaAkter, the force required for 
steady ascent in simplified fonn is 
(2.1) 
where FD is the drag force and F,' is the buoyancy force on the orJanism relative to sea 
water. For a spherical shape, drag can be expressed as a function brveiocity, w, using 
Stokes' law, 
F f)=6TTl1aW (2.2) 
whercj1 is the dynamic viscosity of sea water (l.4xlO-J kg m 'l 5.1 under typical 
conditions) and a is the radius. Stokes' law holds for a low Reynolds number; this is 
discussed later in greater detail. The buoyancy force is 
(2.3) 
where f¥J is the density difference relative to sea water, and g is the gravitational constant 
(9.81 m S·2), so that the net force required to swim upwards is 
(2.4) 
and the total work in ascending a distance d is 
W up= F"p·d (2.5) 
For some example representative values (a = 0.001 m, W = 0.02 m S·I, t!p = 30 kg 01') ), F 
;:: 1.8xlO·~ N. Over a distance of 100 m, the work done would be 1.8x 10.4 J. 
An elaborated version of this approach is given by Jiang el al. (2002), where 
copepod propulsion is considered to be generated by moving a cephalic appendage. The 
associated force is expressed as a point force exerted outside the spherical body. Solving 
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.' the Stokes equation (Kundu & Cohen, 2002) for the now genefated gives a force 
approximately 2.3 times as large as the force detennined here for an upward swimming 
capepod. 
Downward migration may be accomplished through activ~swimming, passive 
sinking, or a combination of the two. A passively sinking zooplatlkter reaches terminal 
velocity, w" at Fv = Fg', when the drag force balances the buoyancy force, so that 
w,=%.1 p c/g/l- 1 (2.6) 
For the example values suggested above, w,::co 0.05 m S·I , which corresponds to the 
highest downward velocities found in the data used in this project (see § 3.4). This 
implies that the swimming expenditure during descent is zero. However, for migrators 
descending at rates higher than w" the work required is 
W do~,,, =Fdo~,~ ·d= { F D- F K ' )d (2.7) 
Size may therefore playa large role in the energetic cost of descent. A zooplankter of 
length 10 times smaller (a = 0.1 mm) would sink passively at a rate 100 times smaller (WI 
= 5x \0·4 m S·I ) , and active swimming would be necessary for descent. Buskey et al. 
(\993) observed the copepod Oithona plumifera in its first naupliar stage 10 sink at 
speeds less than 0.1 mm S·I, 
A significant difference between measured ascent and descent velocities will be 
seen (§ 4.1). Descent velocities are consistently larger in magnitude, and this is likely 
related to the negative buoyancy of the zooplankton. Suppose, for example, that a 
zooplankter exerts the same force whether swimming up or down. That is 
F do",,,= F ,,,, (2 .8) 
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(2.9) 
where Fw and FDw are the magnitudes of the drag forces for downward and upward 
swimming, respectively. Using equations (2.2) and (2.3), the difference between the 
downward velocity magnitude, Wd, and the upward velocity magni)ude. w .. , can be written 
2F' 
L),w=wd- w .. =....:...:....L. 
6Tr/lu 
(2.10) 
Substituting the representative values chosen above gives bow = 0.1 m S·l, This is a fairly 
large estimate due to the simplifying assumptions. 
This type of argument can be valuable in interpreting measured migration 
velocities given detailed information on the size, morphology, and swimming behaviour 
of a particular specimen. Mauchline (1998) has catalogued this information for calanoid 
copepods, and these values are used here. Consider Ca/anlls finmarchiclls-one of the 
most abundant copepods in the Northwest Atlantic (Planque, 1996). A specimen with 
prosome length PL = 0.001 m has volume V= 6.34 x 10.11 mJ . The animal's density is 
approximately 1,045 kg m·l , so take f:¥J = 20 kg m·J • Expressing (2.10) as 
(2.11) 
gives t.w :::: 0.001 m S·l. This estimate is in accordance with measured values (see § 4.1). 
Between migrations, zooplankton remain at a near constant depth, either near the 
surface or in deep water. They must continue swimming for the purposes of foraging, 
escaping predators, and to keep from sinking. The energetic cost or swimming behaviour 
at a constant depth can be expressed as a sum of energy spent in roraging and escaping, 
and energy spent against buoyancy: 
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WC=W f +Wb (2.12) 
The first term can be estimated from the mean foraging velocity, u" which has been 
measured for different types of zooplankton in laboratory studies (Bundy et al., 1993). 
Foraging is not considered to take place at depth, so this term onl~ considers time spent at 
the surface, fl , The total distance covered while foraging is then d}= u!' fl' and the work 
spent foraging is 
(2.13) 
This formula represents a broad generalization of foraging and escaping expenditure. For 
example, Neocalalllls crisfaflls uses a stationary suspension-feeding tactic, generating a 
current to entrain food; Euchaela elollgala cruises for food; Calalllls pacijiclls uses a hop-
and-sink tactic (Greene, 1988). Escape tactics typically require very high accelerations 
over very short periods of time, and require very high energy expenditures (Morris et al., 
1985), so WI may be underestimated in the above formula. Swimming patterns also 
influence detectability by predators (Buskey et al., 1993). 
The work expended against buoyancy is calculated assuming that a constant flow 
must be generated to keep from sinking: 
[ (2F 'J'" 1 Wb= (2p;aZ)lll I T , (2.14) 
where 'T is the total time spent hovering, including both lime at the surface and lime at 
depth (see Appendix A. t for derivation). This term is appropriate for stationary 
suspension feeders. For example, Temora IOllgicorllis produces a continuous feeding 
flow by moving the mouthparts, just balancing the downward buoyancy force (Tiselius & 
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.' I Jonsson, 1990). The term is not appropriate for zooplankton that use the hop-and-sink 
tactic. The latter case is dealt with separately. 
Daylight hours are spent resting in the de:p, dark water, with no foraging or 
) 
predator evasion. The total work for a day of swimming and migJ;lting for a spherical 
copepod in this scenario is then the sum, 
(2.15) 
If sinking is passive, then Wdo~ .. = O. 
For the values chosen above, migration takes approximately 80 minutes each way. 
Suppose the remainder of the day is divided evenly between time at the surface and time 
at depth- I 0 hours and 40 minutes each, so that If= 10 hr 40 min, and tr = 2/.,-and 
suppose a mean foraging velocity ofu[= 0.01 m 5-1 (Bundy el at. 1993). The tOla1 
energetic swimming requirement for one day is then Wr :::; O.18x 10') J + O.IOx IO·J J + 
3.75xIO-] J + 0 J = 4.03xIO·] J. Note that the work spent against buoyancy is an order of 
magnitude higher than the values for the other tenns because this effort is ongoing 
throughout nearly the entirety of the day. 
For a hypothetical zooplankter that does not adopt a migration strategy, remaining 
instead at the surface all day, the first and last tenns are both zero, and {r and {[ both 
become 24h. The total work is Wr :::; O.23xIO-J J + 4.22xIO·J J = 4.45xIO-J J. Under 
these assumptions, the energetic requirements of remaining at the surface all day are 
actually greater than those of adopting a migrating strategy, though the difference is an 
order of magnitude smaller than the total energetic requirements. The increase in 
energetic cost for a non-migrator is due to the additional amount of energy required for 
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foraging and escaping at the surface. These additional costs are! nol present during 
migration or during time spent at depth. 
For these estimates, we assume 100 % mechanical efficiency in the mode of 
propulsion. In reality, there will be some inefficiency, and so the 1ctual energetic 
requirement of the animal is higher, and can be expressed as 
1 
E ... ';m=-;jWT (2.16) 
where '/ is the mechanical efficiency as a fraction of I. Klyashtorin & Yarzhombek 
(1973) estimate '1 in active swimming to be about 0.05 for planktonic crustaceans. This is 
based on upper limits of efficiency in cellular synthesis of ATP, cell to muscle 
transmission, and paddle propulsion. The energetic burden on zooplankton is then larger 
by a factor 0[20 than the estimates calculated above. The energetic difference between 
migration and non-migration strategies, however, remains an order of magnitude smaller 
than the total energetic cost. 
Torres (1984) calculated efficiency in Euphausia pacifica as a ratio of theoretical 
drag to measured metabolic swimming requirements, and found a large dependence upon 
swimming speed. A better representation of the energetic requirement for migration must 
therefore include a velocity-dependent efficiency: 
(2.17) 
Since velocity varies significantly with time, particularly during surface foraging, the total 
energetic requirement becomes a complicated integral taken over time. One would also 
expect a dependence of efficiency upon propulsion technique. 
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Hop and sink swimming 
The energetic expenditure for a zooplankter that swims by discontinuous jumps is 
different from one that swims by generating a continuous current. }The simplest scenario 
is to assume that swimming is divided into two behaviours: jumpmg upward at a constant 
velocity wi> and sinking downward at the tenninal velocity w" Acceleration and 
deceleration times are considered small enough to neglect (see Appendix A.2). 
For hovering, a zooplankter is considered to repeatedly hop and sink the same 
distance, so that the net displacement is zero. If each jump covers a distance Zj, then the 
time spent jumping is tj = ZJwh and the time spent sinking is t, = zJlwtl. The total number 
of jumps rcquircd to hover by hopping and sinking for an elapsed time of (r is N = Irl 
(1)+1, ). The total work required is 
(2.18) 
This calculation assumes a mean velocity of w=o. That is, over the course ofa 
time period (r, the total distance covered hopping is equal to the total distance covered 
sinking. If the mean velocity is not equal to zero, such as during migration, then 
(2.19) 
However, under these assumptions, for both migrators and non-migrators, the net 
displacement over the course of one day is zero, implying a mean velocity of zero. The 
energetic cost is therefore equal in the two cases, with the implicit assumption that all 
downward movement is passive. Assuming a hopping velocity of Wj = 0.03 m S·l , and 
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" other parameter values as before, Wr == 1.8x IO-i> N . 1.62xJOl ~ = 2.9xIO·l J. At 100% 
efficiency, this value is of the same order of magnitude as the value calculated assuming 
continuous swimming, though the energetic cost of adopting a migrating strategy is zero. 
In reality, the swimming path of a copepod may be a com~lnation of large scale 
hops (z > 10 mm) and fine scale movements (z < 10 mm), and is i complicated 3-
dimensional path (Bundy et al., 1993). Furthennore, energetic costs increase with 
consideration of factors involved in the mode of propulsion, such as energy losses during 
recovery strokes (Morris et al. , 1985). 
Drag coefficient and Reynolds number 
Thus far, drag force , F D, has been assumed to be linearly proportional to the 
velocity, w (2.2). Validity of this assumption depends upon the value of the Reynolds 
number, a dimensionless parameter defined by 
Re =~ , (2.20) 
where U is a characteristic velocity, I is a characteristic length scale, and v is the 
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The Reynolds number expresses a ratio of inertial forces 
to viscous forces, and (2.2) only holds for Re « 1 (Kundu & Cohen, 2002). For a I mm 
zooplankter, this means that swimming velocity must be smaller than I mm S· I . 
Measured swimming velocities indicate that the Reynolds number may be larger, and for 
a typical swimming copepod, Re - I (Jiang el al., 2002). For Re » 1, drag is due to 
turbulent wake, and is proportional to the square of the swimming velocity, 
(2.21) 
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where p is the fluid density, and A is the cross-sectional area (Kundu & Cohen, 2002). 
The effect of drag in a more realistic scenario, where Re}1lolds number may vary 
and where the zooplankter is not assumed to be spherical, can be gauged by the 
dimensionless drag coefficient, 
cD;=:-4-- (Kundu & Cohen, 2002). 
pU AI2 
(2.22) 
The drag coefficient is a function of the Re}1lolds number, and for Re« I is 
proportional to lIRe. It is extremely difficult to determine the drag coefficient 
theoretically at Re » I for realistic object shapes. The value is typically detenn ined 
empirically. However, on the millimetre scale, there is no effective experimental method 
to accomplish this (Vlymen, 1970). 
Zooplankton swimming varies in many respects, between migration, foraging, and 
escaping. Even considering foraging alone, swimming behaviour depends upon the 
abundance of food (Bundy et ar, 1993). This variability makes the effects of drag, and 
consequently the energetic requirements, difficult to determine when simplifying 
assumptions are not made. Consequently, innovative laboratory experiments are devised 
to measure energetic requirements for swimming. For example, Alcaraz and Strickler 
(\988) attached a copepod to a spring and calculated work using the spring constant and 
elongation. Gill (1987) recorded frequency of appendage movements using an impedance 
pneumograph for different species of calanoid copepods. 
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2.2 Metabolic costs 
Comparing energetic costs of swimming to basal metabolism disregards the 
general effects of swimming on metabolism, such as the increased respiratory rate. 
Furthennore, other environmental factors such as temperature and,~ressure can also 
influence metabolic rates, so that energetic costs and benefits of migrating are not simply 
a function of the work required to migrate. 
For larger zooplankton, the relationship between swimming velocity and 
metabolic requirements can be measured using a respirometer and an oxy-calorific 
conversion (Torres & Childress, 1983). Torres (1984) calculated the total metabolic 
power required for euphausiids swimming at different speeds. Based on the assumption 
that total metabolic power is a function of swimming speed alone, a comparison can be 
made orthe energetic cost between migrating and non-migrating strategies. 
The following argument is based on the assumption that a nonnal migrator can 
forage at a rate such that the daily energy expenditure balances the daily energy consumed 
during foraging. Suppose the day is divided into three intervals for a migrator: time spent 
at the surface, time spent at depth, and time spent migrating, of respective lengths (s, to, tM 
(with ts + to + tM = 1 day). Each time interval is characterized by a different swimming 
velocity, so that the metabolic power requirements are Ps, Po, PM, respectively (downward 
migration is ignored for simplicity). The total energetic requirement for a single day is 
(2.23) 
The migrator must be able to consume Ihis amount of energy in the time spent at the 
surface. A foraging rate can then be expressed 
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(2.24) 
where <P is the effective amount of energy consumed per unit time. For this migrator, the 
amount of energy consumed equals the amount ex'pcnded over on~ day . 
. 
Suppose a similar animal adopts the non-migrating stratcgr, remaining at the 
surface for the entire day. The energy required to remain at the surface all day is 
(2.25) 
and the energy consumed through an entire day of foraging is 
(2.26) 
The net energetic gain by the non-migrator, or equivalently the energetic cost Ec sustained 
by adopting a migrating strategy, is 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
if time is expressed in days. 
This cost can be evaluated using values from Torres (1984), who gives metabolic 
power requirements for swimming at speeds of 1 - 20 cmlg for E. pacifica. At depth, 
take the minimum value, PD = 1.681 X to-5 J 5-1 (at 8 "C). Suppose migrators travel at a 
velocity of 5 em 5.1: PM = 8.404x 1O·~ J S·l . Suppose migration lasts 1 hr, and time spent at 
depth is 12 hr. The net cost of migrating is then Ec:::::: 2.24 J. In comparison, the energy 
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spent jusl for migration is 0.30 J. Swimming all day at 2 cmls ~ould require 3.362 x 10-5 J 
5.1 x 86,400 s = 2.90 J. For E. pacifica, the net daily energetic cost of adopting a 
migrating strategy is then or the same order of magnitude as the daily energetic 
expenditure, while the energy spent migrating is an order of magni'tudc smaller. 
Respiration is also a funClion of temperature and body size«Small & Hebard, 
1967). Hirche (1987) found respiration rates in various calanoid copepods to obey the 
Arrhenius equation, 
(2.29) 
where V is the respiration rate, Tis temperature eK), Vo and 11 are empirically dctcnnined 
coefficients, and R is the gas constant (1.987 kea] mol- I). Migration energetic 
calculations must therefore consider the temperature stratification ofthc watcr column. 
Temperature profiles through which zooplankton migrate have a great deal of seasonal 
and regional variation, so that quantifying the effect on the metabolism of migrators is 
complex. As a generalization, deep waters are cooler than surface waters, so that 
migrating to depth may have a metabolic benefit. 
2.3 Summary 
The simplest estimates of energetic expenditures for migration of a 1 mm 
zooplankter are on the order of I O·~ J, with daily swimming expenditures on the order of 
10.3 J. If mechanical efficiency is taken into account, these values increase, but the 
expenditure for migration is still an order of magnitude smaller than that for dai ly 
swimming activity. This result is due to the fact that zooplankton are expending energy 
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between migration events in foraging activity. predator evasion, and countering the 
buoyancy force. For continuous swimmers, a migration strategy may actually save energy 
under the assumption that predator evasion and foraging do not take place at depth during 
the day. For a zooplankter that is larger by a factor often (a - 0.01' m), the energetic 
values increase by a factor of 1000, but the migration expenditure (0.1 J) is still an order 
of magnitude smaller than the daily expenditure (1 J). 
When metabolic effects are taken into account using measurements on larger 
zooplankton (a - 0.01 m), the energetic cost of migration appears to be larger, on the 
order of I J-the same order of magnitude as daily expenditures. This is a consequence 
not only of swimming expenditures, but also of the assumption that zooplankton 
remaining at the surface can forage continuously- an assumption that is not necessarily 
valid (Marcus, 1988). Howcver, the energy required for the act of migration itself in this 
scenario is still an order of magnitude smaller, on the order of 0.1 J. 
These preliminary calculations neglect a number of other considerations that may 
influence migration energetics. Swimming, feeding tactics, and metabolism depend not 
only on the animal, but also on the developmental stage; it is possible that the energetic 
cost of migration varies substantially throughout the life of a migrator. Foraging tactics 
and velocities depend on the availability of food (Bundy et al., 1993); energetic cost may 
therefore depend on the horizontal patchiness of the food source. The energetic cost of 
ingestion also depends upon the composition of the food source (Hein el al., 1993). 
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CHAPTER 3: DATA 
The focus in this thesis is on the physical cues that influence migration. This involves an 
examination of the physical properties of the wate~ column~in p~icular, light, 
temperature, and the presence and velocity of detectable acoustic ~catterers. Relevant 
data are discussed in the following sections, including methods of collection as well as 
the quirk of having data from a range of different sources, originally collected for 
different purposes. The primary data analysed here include cloud opacity and wind 
velocity and direction from a weather station in Bonavista; temperature data from moored 
thennistors and moored ADeps; velocity and backscatter data from moored ADeps; and 
dry sample weights from bongo net tows. 
The data are initially unfiltered. To facilitate analysis, data are presented using the 
local time scale, Newfoundland Standard Time (NST), wirh I/O daylight savil/gs. This is 
because DVM behaviour is coordinated with the solar cycle. Year days are measured 
beginning at 0 for January I". 
3.1 Mooring informalion 
Most of the data for this study were originally collected as pari of four separate 
projects. They are divided here accordingly into four data sets corresponding to the four 
time periods over which they were collected (Table 3.1.1). These four data sets cover 
three regions in coastal Newfoundland (Figs 3.1.1 , 3.1.2). The first data set runs from 
April-June 1999 in Placentia Bay, with two moored ADeps. The second runs from May-
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.' August 2001 in Trinity Bay, with three moored ADeps. The tl'1ird runs from May-August 
2002 in Trinity Bay, with six moored ADeps. The fourth data set covers two weeks in 
August 2004 on the Funk Island Bank, with one mooring containing two ADeps (Fig 
3.1.2). In all data sets but the first, moorings also included thenniftors spaced at 
intervals. More details on thennistors and ADeps are given in § ~.3 and 3.4 respectively. 
The bottom depths were verified from the surface using echo-sounding and 
cantinned from the chart location (Table 3.1.1). Equipment remained below the surface 
during the deployment period and was recovered using an acoustic release system. 
Each of these four deployments was designed with a different purpose in mind. 
The data from Placentia Bay were used to analyse the circulation around the bay 
(Schillinger el al. , 2000). The 2001 Trinity Bay deployment was intended to quantify 
local physical features of the bay (Tittensor et al. , 2002a). The 2002 Trinity Bay 
deployment collected data for analysing overall circulation and hydrography (Tittensor et 
al. , 2002b). The Funk Island Bank deployment was designed as part of the capelin 
ecosystem project, with one purpose being observation of the diel vertical migration of 
zooplankton in the water column. 
The inconsistency between data sets in duration, sample interval, and ADCP depth 
is a consequence of these differing purposes. Only in retrospect were thc first thrcc data 
sets seen to contaln valuablc data rcgarding the vcrtical migration of zooplankton. They 
are interesting because thc long time series allow for morc rigorous statistical analyses, 
particu larly ofthc seasonal phenomena. In contrast, the Funk Island Bank 2004 data sct 
utili zed a smallcr ensemble time to bcttcr rcsolvc the migration phenomena, but was 
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" limited in duration to two weeks. The 2004 data set was also designed to cover more of 
the water column by using two ADeps, but the downward-looking ADCP malfunctioned 
and did not collect any data. 
Climate data such as wind velocity and cloud opacity wer<hol measured at the 
mooring sites, but rather at weather stations on land. Details are presented in the next 
section. 
DataSet Mooring Latitude LOllgitude Water Year Year Day 
(W) ("W) Dept" Day Recovered 
(m) Deployed 
Placentia Bay 1999 A 47"24.63 54"24.17 428 107 180 
B 47"24.56 54"04.27 304 107 180 
Trinity Bay 2001 A 48"04.83 53"24.53 240 140 234 
B 48"03.59 53"17.98 244 140 234 
C 47°54.68 53°31.74 301 140 234 
Trinity Bay 2002 A 47°47.53 53°36.17 340 126 240 
B 47"56.72 53°23.47 400 126 240· 
C 47"52.16 53°34.69 350 126 240 
0 47"57.67 53"27. 19 449 126 240 
48°04.57 53°23.31 239 126 240 
48°03.47 53°19.60 300 126 240 
Funk Island Bank 49"27.85 52°51.30 327 219 233 
2004 
Table 3. 1.1 Mooring infonnation for the four data sets .... No data after year day 187. 
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Figure 3.1.1 Deployment areas for the Placentia Bay 1999. Trinity Bay 2001 and 2002, 
and Funk Island Bank 2004 data sets. Fig 3.1.2 shows zoom. 
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Placentia Bay 1999 
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Funk Island Bank 2004 
Figure 3.1.2 Mooring locations for the Placentia Bay 1999, Trinity Bay 2001 and 2002, 
and Funk Island Bank 2004 data sets. Triangles indicate ADCP and thennistor moorings. 
Cross indicates Bonavista weather station (A WaS). 
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3.2 Atmospheric data 
Zooplankton behaviour is influenced not only by oceanographic phenomena, but 
also by conditions above the sea surface. In particular, since zooplankton have been 
observed to respond to sun-induced light intensity (see § 1.1), atmtspheric data are 
relevant. No such data exist for the mooring sites, but nearby land-based weather stations 
provide good sources of representative data. The following discusses the usage of and 
problems associated with these data. 
Atmospheric data are collected by Environment Canada using Automated Weather 
Observation Systems (A WOSs). The weather station used for this project is located on 
the Bonavista peninsula (48.68 N, 53.12 W at an elevation of27 m). The available fOnTIS 
of data that are used in analysis are cloud opacity and wind velocity and direction. Cloud 
opacity is valuable because of its substantial influence on sea surface light levels. Wind 
stress plays a role in many oceanographic processes, such as density stratification and 
upwelling. Cloud data (Figs 3.2.1 - 3.2.4) and wind data (Figs 3.2.5 - 3.2.8) were 
obtained from Environment Canada for the years 1999-2004, spann ing the deployment 
times of the four data sets. 
Cloud opacity is the only available form of data regarding light intensity in the 
regions of interest. It is calculated from laser ceilometer measurements (resolution 50 
feet, measures every 30 seconds) at the Bonavista A WOS. Hourly opacities represent the 
history of cloud coverage over the course of the hour, as opposed to instantaneous 
measurements. Coverage is based on the percentage of time for which layers of clouds 
are present over the station, with the viewing window scaled according to the height of 
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the cloud layer. Cloud opacity is registered only for clouds below a height of3048 m 
(10,000 feet). Opacity is measured in tenths, with 0 indicating clear skies and 10 
indicating overcast skies. Clouds located at heights greater than 3048 m are measured as 
o tenths (Environment Canada, 2004). 
The presence of clouds has a substantial effect on the amodnt of solar irradiance 
that reaches the surface of the earth. In extreme cases, clouds can absorb and reflect up to 
90% of the solar radiation (Kirk, 1994). Cloud opacity is only an approximate measure of 
this effect, as other variables, such as the characteristics of the albedo, also influence the 
amount of absorbed radiation at the surface. Furthennore, some discrepancy is to be 
expected because the measurements were taken over land, where it is generally less 
cloudy than over the ocean (Kirk, 1994). This efTect should be minimized by the weather 
station's close proximity to the ocean, and location at the tip of a peninsula. Additional 
error will arise because clouds at heights greater than 3048 m are not recorded. For the 
four deployment periods, there are a few small gaps in the cloud data, as well as one large 
gap that spans most of the 1999 Placentia Bay deployment period (Fig 3.2.1). An A WOS 
located closer to Placentia Bay, at Argentia, also recorded no cloud opacity data for this 
deployment period. 
Wind data coltected at the Bonavista A WOS included velocity and direction. The 
directional data measured by the station are accurate up to ± 2°, but the data obtained 
from Environment Canada were provided in tens of degrees. Velocities are accurate up to 
± 1 m S·l (2 knots) for speeds up to 10.3 m S· l (20 knots), and ± 10% for speeds greater 
than 10.3 m S· l. 
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As with the cloud opacity data, some discrepancy is to be expected because the 
wind data were collected over land rather than at the mooring sites. Smith and 
MacPherson (1987) found a 20 - 40 % increase i~ wind velocity with distance from 
) 
shore, as well as a clockwise rotation due to orographic effects. No compensation was 
made here because relative magnitudes sufficed for analysis. 
Wind velocity is converted to wind stress according to the fonnulation of Large 
and Pond (1981): 
f=P,ffRCDIUIU 
where f is the surface wind stress, P AIR is the density of air, 
c ~[ .00114, if lUI,;; 10 ms- 'j 
D .00049+.oooo65IUI. ifIOms- '<IUI 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
is a dimensionless drag coefficient with bounds extended from Large and Pond (1981), 
and 0 is the wind velocity at 10m above the water surface. There were no substantial 
gaps in the wind data for the four deployment periods (Figs 3.2.5 - 3.2.8). 
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Figure 3.2. 1 Cloud opacity obtained from ceilometer measurements at the Bonavista 
weather station for the time period spanning the Placentia Bay 1999 deployment. There 
is a two-month gap in the data. 
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2001 Bonavista Cloud Opacity 
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Figure 3.2.2 Cloud opacity obtained from ceilometer measurements at the Bonavista 
weather station for the time period spanning the Trinity Bay 2001 deployment. 
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2002 Bonavista Cloud Opacity 
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Figure 3.2.3 Cloud opacity obtained from ceilometcr measurements at the Bonavista 
weather station fo r the time period spanning the Trinity Bay 2002 dep loyment. 
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2004 Bonavista Cloud Opacity 
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Figure 3.2.4 Cloud opacity obtained from ceilometer measurements at the Bonavista 
weather station for the time period spanning the Funk Island Bank 2004 deployment. 
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1999 Bonavisla Wind Stress 
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Figure 3.2.5 Wind stress (Pa) calculated according to Large & Pond (1981) from wind 
velocity measurements obtained at the Bonavista weather station for the time period 
spanning the Placentia Bay 1999 deployment. 
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Figure 3.2.6 Wind stress (Pa) calculated according to Large & Pond (1981) from wind 
velocity measurements obtained at the Bonavista weather stat ion for the time period 
spanning the Trinity Bay 200 I deployment. 
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Figure 3.2.7 Wind stress (Pa) calculated according to Large & Pond (1981) from wind 
velocity measurements obtai ned at the Bonavista weather station for the time period 
spanning the Trinity Bay 200 2 deployment. 
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Figure 3_2_8 Wind stress (Pa) calculated according to Large & Pond (198 1) from wind 
velocity measurements obtained at the Bonavista weather station fo r the time period 
spanning the Funk Island Bank 2004 deployment. 
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3.3 Temperature data 
Ocean temperatures are more strongly stratified in the vertical than the horizontal. 
A typical ocean profile decreases in temperature as depth increases, with a well mixed 
upper layer, a relatively steep temperature gradient known as the t~ermoc1ine, and a 
colder lower layer (Pickard & Emery, 1990). Profiles in the Nort}1west Atlantic 
surrounding Newfoundland deviate from this norm, exhibiling a seasonal Cold 
Intermediate Layer (ClL) extending from depths of around 50 m to depths of 150 m or 
more, containing water colder than that at greater depths. The CIL is typically defined as 
the region of water with temperature less than or equal to 0 °C. Over the Northeast 
Newfoundland Shelf, the ClL is most apparent during the summer period, when surface 
water is warmest, for example at the Funk Island Bank mooring in August 2004 (Fig 
3.3.1). 
Cold water has an effect on the metabolism of zooplankton as well as egg 
developmental time of zooplankton and fish (McLaren, 1974; Gabriel & Thomas, 1988; 
Nielsen et af. 2002). Zooplankton predators such as capelin are also affected by low sea 
temperatures (Carscadden et af., 1997, 2001). Therefore, temperature profiles at the 
mooring sites are of interest. 
All moorings, excepting those from Placentia Bay in 1999, included thermistors 
spaced at intervals (Table 3.3.1). In addition, the ADCPs record temperature. 
Thermistors are generally spaced to give higher resolution within 100 m of the surface 
because that is the region of highest temperature variability. Profiles were linearly 
interpolated into 1 m bins, with a moving average of ± 12 hours taken over the time series 
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for visualization purposes here (Figs 3.3.2 - 3.3.11). A eLL is present at each mooring, 
through its deployment duration. The data from Trinity Bay 2001 mooring C appeared 
faulty in that a warmer layer occurred within the CIL. This is most likely due to the 
unnoticed accidental swapping of two thennistors at some point dJring data collection. , 
The data used here have been accordingly corrected (Fig 3.3.4). 
Sample Profile 
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Figure 3.3.1 An example temperature profile, linearly interpolated, taken at the Funk 
Island Bank mooring, August 2004, showing the presence orlhe e lL. Crosses mark 
thermistor depths. 
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DataSet Mooring Thermistor Depths (m) Water Ensemble Year Year 
Depth Time(s) nay nay 
(m) Dep. Ree. 
Placentia Bay A NONE 428 ) N/A N/A N/A 
1999 
8 NONE 304 , N/A N/A N/A 
Trinity Bay A 55, 105 (ADCP), 155, 240 1200 140 234 
2001 200,233 
8 51, \01 (ADCP), 151, 244 1200 140 234 
201,238 
C 50, 100 (ADCP), 150, 301 1200 140 234 
200,294 
Trinity Bay A 20, 30, 40, 50, 340 1200 126 240 
2002 75 (ADCP), 100, 200 
8 20, 30, 40, 50, 400 1200 126 240· 
75 (ADCP), 100, 200, 
383 
C 20, 30, 40, 50, 350 1200 126 240 
75 (ADCP), 100,200, 
338 
D 20,30,40, 50, 449 1200 126 240 
75 (ADCP), 200, 432 
20,30,40,50, 239 1200 126 240 
74 (ADCP), 100,200 
20, 30, 40, 50, 300 1200 126 240 
75 (ADCP), 100,200 
Funk Island 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 327 600 219 233 
Bank 2004 70,80, 1 \0 (ADCP), 
150,250,300 
Table 3.3.1 Thennistor infonnation for all moorings, including thennistor depths, water 
depth, ensemble time, deployment day, and recovery day. '" No data after year day 187. 
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Figure 3.3.2 ISOIhenns al Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into 1 m bins. A moving average of±ll hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.3 Isotherms at Trinity Bay 2001 mooring B. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into 1 m bins. A moving average of ±12 hours is taken here for -visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.4 Isothenns at Trinity Bay 2001 mooring C. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into 1 m bins. A moving average of ±12 hours is taken here for visualizat ion purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.5 Isothenns at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into I m bins. A moving average of ±12 hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.6 lsothenns at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring B. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into 1 m bins. A moving average of ± 12 hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.7 lsothenns at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring C. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into I m bins. A moving average of ± 12 hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.8 Isothenns at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring D. Profi les are linearly interpolated 
into 1 m bins. A moving average of ± 12 hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
Year day 
Figure 3.3.9 Isothenns at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring E. Profi les are linearly interpo lated 
into 1 m bins. A moving average of ±12 hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.10 Isothenns at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring F. Profiles are linearly interpolated 
into I m bins. A moving average of ± 12 hours is taken here for visualization purposes. 
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Figure 3.3.1l1sothcnns at Funk Island Bank 2004 mooring. Profiles are linearly 
interpolated into 1 m bins. A moving average of ±12 hours is taken for visualization 
purposes. 
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3.4 ADCP data 
Velocities of currents in the ocean are measured by ADCPs using Doppler shifts 
from emitted acoustic signals hilling scallerers. A single beam yields a one-dimensional 
velocity vector. Composition of at least three beams oriented at di 'fTerent angles gives the , 
complete velocity vector. Each beam also records the intensity of.the backscattered 
signal, giving a profile of infonnation on the scatterers in the water column. 
The ADCP data of particular interest for this thesis are the backscatter intensity 
data, as given by the calculated backscatter coefficient S,~ and the vertical velocity data. 
Backscatter data are important because they show the presence of any signal scalterers in 
the water column. With the acoustic frequency on the scale of hundreds of kHz, detected 
scalterers will be on the millimetre scale. and will thus be primarily composed of hard 
body zooplankton of that size (Renard. 2003). The vertical velocity data is particularly 
interesting because although the ADCP is intended to measure the velocity of water 
currents. it instead measures the velocity of migrating zooplankton during twilight hours. 
This effect is due to the high concentration of migrating zooplankton during twilight, and 
it is quite clearly seen in the data and is consistent daily throughout all four data sets (Figs 
3.4.1 - 3.4.4). 
All ADCPs (Table 3.4.1) used an upward-facing 4-bcam Janus configuration with 
a beam angle of 21 D. Data from ADCPs in all four data sets were recorded in 4 m bins. 
The top few bins, near or above the surface, were removed and disregarded because the 
signal was distorted by side-lobe interference. Profiles were recorded as 10 minute 
ensembles at 6 seconds per ping for the Funk Island Bank data set, and 20 minute 
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" ensembles for a\1 other data sets, at 17 - 24 seconds per ping. All ADeps had a frequency 
of302.7 kHz. Artefacts in the vertical velocity data were recognized by extremely large 
values, were identified by a threshold value of ± ]OO mOl so l, and were replaced by NaN 
("Not a Number"). 
Backscatter intensity was corrected following standard Icckniqucs (Deines, 1999), 
using a working version orthe sonar equation solved for the backscatter coefficient: 
s.=c+ IOlog,o(( T~ +273.16)R l )- LoBM - P DBW+2a R+Kc( E-E,) , (3.3) 
where: S. gives the backscattering strength in dB referenced to (4mnr'; LDB.lf = 10 ]oglO 
(transmit pulse length (m) ); PDBW = 10 [oglO( transmit power (W) ); Tk is the transducer 
temperature (0C); R is the along-beam slant range to the scatterers (m); a is the absorption 
coemcient of water (dB mol); and 
(3.4) 
where: k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38x 10·2l J °K·\ F is the Receiver Noise Factor; BN is 
the Noise bandwidth (Hz); () is the beam angle from the system vertical; EJ is the 
transducer efficiency; and d is the transducer diameter (m). The slant range to each depth 
cell is given by, 
R ~ [ B+( L+ D)/2+ « N -1 )XD )+(DI4 )]xE.: 
cos (O) c 1 (3.5) 
where B. L, and D are the ADCP parameters: respectively, blank after transmit (m), 
transmit pulse length (m), and depth cell length (m); N is the number of the depth cell in 
question; c' is the average sound speed from the transducer to the range cell; and CI is the 
speed of sound used by the instrument. For further detail, see Deines (1999). The 
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" resulting volume backscatter coefficient has units dB re (4mn/ Henceforth, all 
backscatter data will be expressed with these dB units. 
The quantity of ADCP data used in this st.~dy is too great to display all of it here 
) 
without condensing it to the point where daily phenomena are ind~scemible. Instead, only 
samples of the first three data sets are included, followed by the eAtire data set from the 
Funk Island Bank mooring, as it is a small data set (Figs 3.4.1 - 3.4.4). In all data sets, 
both backscatter data and vertical velocity data show corresponding daily events that are 
easily recognizable as DVM of zooplankton. 
DataSet Mooring ADCP Water Freq. Bin Ells. Pings Year Day Year Day 
Depth Depth (kHz) Size Time P" Deployed Recovered 
(m) (m) (m) (» Ens. 
Placentia A 110 428 307.2 4 1200 70 107 180 
Bay 1999 B 110 304 307.2 4 1200 70 107 180 
Trinity A 105 240 307.2 4 1200 50 140 234 
Bay 2001 B 101 244 307.2 4 1200 50 140 234 
C 100 301 307.2 4 1200 50 140 234 
Trinity A 76 340 307.2 4 1200 50 126 240 
Bay 2002 B 75 400 307.2 4 1200 50 126 240· 
C 75 350 307.2 4 1200 50 126 240 
D 75 449 307.2 4 1200 50 126 240 
E 74 239 307.2 1200 50 126 240 
75 300 307.2 4 1200 50 126 240 
Funk Island Bank 110 327 307.2 4 600 100 219 233 
2004 
Table 3.4.1 Details of moored ADeps, including deployment depth, water depth, signal 
frequency (Hz), vertical bin size (m), ensemble time (s), pings per ensemble, deployment 
day, and recovery day .• No data after year day 187. 
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Figure 3.4.1 Backscatter intensity (dB re (41tmt) and vertical velocity (mm/s) data from 
8 days at Placentia Bay 1999 mooring A. 
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Figure 3.4.2 Backscatter intensity (dB re (4rrm)"l) and vertical velocity (mmls) data from 
8 days at Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A. 
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Figure 3.4.3 Backscatter intensity (dB re (4nmy') and vertical velocity (mmls) data from 
8 days at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. 
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Figure 3.4.4 Backscatter intensity (dB rc (4mntl) and vertical velocity (mm/s) data from 
the Funk Island Bank 2004 mooring. 
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3.5 Tow data 
Tows were performed from the Wilfred Templeman, trip # 553, as part of the 
capelin ecosystem project. The survey covered a large region off the northeast coast of 
Newfoundland (Fig 1.1.2), spanning two weeks in August 2004. ~ongo nets were 
lowered to depths of around 100m during the survey, and to varyittg depths during a one 
day directed study (Table 3.5.1). 
Bongo nets are primarily designed to sample copepods, so the large majority of 
sampled organisms are copepods, although the nets will also catch amphipods and 
euphausiids. Samples were performed using oblique tows, where nets are gradually 
lowered to depth, then raised to the surface, sampling the entire water column as the ship 
moves. 
Data were processed by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Newfoundland, 
and were obtained from the capelin ecosystem project database. Samples are divided inlo 
3 size classes: 0.232 mm, I mm, and 2 mm. The samples comprised mostly of copepods, 
and this study will examine the scattering layer as a whole, so no further distinction is 
provided here. The 2005 field season for the strategic project will address the taxonomy 
issue in greater detail. The 2 mm size class did include a small number of other 
organisms, such as euphausiids, decapods, and gastropods. 
There are no available low data from Trinity Bay or Placentia Bay that correspond 
to the deployment periods. 
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Stn Dry WIly) Time Duration Tow 
(min) Depth 
2mm Imm O.232mm~ 1m) 
2.580 0.340 2.380 10:15--'---- 'r 17 - 100 
1.610 3.520 4.980 19:35 ' 2. 100 
3.130 3..570 2.700 00:46 , 19 101 
2.090 8.500 2.350 06,33 17 101 
1.450 1.910 2 .950 11 :12 21 100 
7 15.460 1.890 2.030 21 :08 20 101 
8 4,080 10.390 4.930 01:56 19 100 
9 1.520 0.780 1.660 06:37 20 101 
10 1.750 3.380 2.060 13:54 21 101 
11 1.180 2.1 30 3.600 18:50 18 101 
12 3.760 9.270 5.950 23:11 23 100 
13 0,480 2.000 4.300 04:50 30 100 
,. 0.260 5.850 5.970 09:23 20 86 
15 0.160 2.760 2.760 13:52 8 38 
16 0.750 7.870 4.880 00:32 13 53 
17 0.910 3.450 4.090 04:08 15 100 
18 3.410 2.740 4.350 08:14 21 101 
19 0.540 1.880 2.170 12:00 17 101 
20 0.820 2.460 0.690 16:05 15 101 
21 2.640 3.120 4.540 19:44 20 101 
22 4.800 6 .780 1.870 00,03 20 101 
23 2.840 4 .750 1.360 04,30 18 100 
2. 0.940 0.990 2.040 08:16 20 100 
25 2.230 2.960 1.450 12:08 2. 100 
26 1.660 2 .880 1.530 16:14 19 101 
Table 3.5.1 Dry weight data from bongo net tows, Wilfred Temp/emGIl trip # 553, broken 
into three size classes. Times are local , 24-hour, with no daylight savings. 
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Stn Dry WI (g) Time Duration Tow 
(min) Depth 
2mm 1mm O.232mm " .~4 (m) 27 5.790 5.510 5.710 20:48 100 
2B 3.340 6 .320 3.640 00:08 26 100 
29 0.470 11.490 3.210 04:30 -1B 96 
30 4.450 9 .560 4.740 08:16 23 101 
31 1.390 4 .290 2 .150 12:10 19 100 
32 1.530 3.750 2 .020 15:55 21 101 
33 1.650 6.410 2.740 20:09 22 100 
34 5.270 6.130 1.480 23:41 20 101 
35 2.750 2.610 0 .570 03:41 15 101 
36 1.550 4.980 2.650 07:47 21 100 
37 3.110 2.750 2.010 11 :56 1B 101 
3B 0.540 1.400 1.860 15:20 16 101 
39 2.620 2.390 3.220 19:19 20 100 
40 3.720 9.640 4.700 23:23 21 100 
41 0.540 9.380 3.710 03:46 17 101 
42 1.030 8.090 6.280 22 :16 21 101 
43 5.910 5.160 1.770 02:09 19 100 
44 1.870 4.770 3.220 06:23 19 100 
45 2 .060 2.030 2.220 09:54 1B 100 
47 8.150 53.150 11 .420 17:27 62 333 
47 1.080 2.690 4.150 18:15 15 60 
4B 13.720 19.380 5.770 01 :19 54 32B 
4B 10.150 7.750 6.290 02:30 14 60 
49 5.410 12.720 4.300 09:30 64 301 
49 1.560 4 .970 5.210 10:23 15 61 
50 2.190 10.610 6.270 16:09 60 335 
50 0.180 2.880 3.970 16:52 11 61 
Table 3.5.1 (continued) 
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CHAPTER 4: QUANTIFYING DlEL PATTERNS IN BACKSCATTER DATA 
The backscatter intensity data and the vertical ve1':l;ity data clearly show the DVM of 
" 
scattering layers. Both the persistence and the day to day variabilitu of this pattern are of 
interest. The long time series (about 100 days at each mooring, except for the Funk 
Island Bank mooring. which is 13 days) provide adequate data for an in-depth analysis of 
the features and character of this migration phenomenon. The daily pattern is easily 
identifiable. The goal here is to develop quantitative, objective techniques to identify the 
prominent features of the DVM as observed on the Northeast Newfoundland Shelf. 
To begin, there are often two distinct groups ofmigrators (Fig 4.0.1). Both 
occupy the surface waters at night. In the morning, a group of "deep migrators" travels 
abruptly to depths below the ADCPs, re-emerging as abruptly in the evening. This 
migration is marked by vel)' large vertical velocities. A group of "intermediate 
migrators" descends for the daytime but remains at depths within ADCP range most of 
the time (50 - 100 m). This group is not always detectable in the vertical velocity data; 
that is, the migration velocities are often indistinguishable from the background 
velocities. 
Historical data offer a speculative interpretation of these two groups. Copepods 
are the most numerous zooplankton in this part of the ocean, and in terms of biomass, 
ealmllIs finmarchiclIs is dominant (Dalley et al., 2001). C. jinmarchiclis is known to be a 
shallow migrator relative to other zooplankton (Cushing, 1951), suggesting that they are 
likely to contribute significantly to the intem1ediate migrators seen in the ADCP signal. 
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The deep migrators may be composed of other vertical migrators known to be abundant 
in this region, including amphipods and euphausiids (Dalley ef aI., 2001). A directed tow 
study is necessary to make conclusive identifications. 
Beyond distinguishing between these two groups, many chJracterislics of the 
scattering layers must be quantified, such as velocity, thickness, aJ1d migration timing, 
intensity and duration, as well as the identification of anomalies. Quantification is 
difficult given the complexity of the geometry and variation in these characteristics. In 
addition, oceanographic features other than the DVM of zooplankton, and the presence of 
zooplankton, are responsible for features observed with the ADeps. 
There are many different techniques found in the literature for quantifying aspects 
of migration for analysis (Heywood, 1996; Rippeth & Simpson, 1998; Ashjian er al., 
2002; Lorke et at. 2004). A discussion and comparison of these techniques is requi red. 
Existing and new approaches to the analysis of these data are presented, and then applied 
to the available ADCP data. The different techniques are evaluated for usefulness, and 
for detemlining which aspects ofmigralion each best elucidates. Strengths and 
weaknesses of the various techniques are detennined through application to the available 
ADCP data for the Newfoundland Shelf. 
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Figure 4.0.1 Backscatter intensity (top) and vertical velocity (bottom) from the Funk 
Island Bank mooring, showing the presence of deep migrators and intennediate 
migrators. 
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4. t Single statistics 
We begin with the simplest quantifications of the observed migration patterns, 
providing general infonnation on the day to day changes in migration, without intensive 
calculation. The three primary migration statistics of interest are (\) timing, (2) velocity 
(or intensity), and (3) duration. Simple methods for quantifying timing and velocity are 
introduced here. Duration is not addressed because of the absence of data below the 
ADeps. Other methods, based on more elaborate quantifying techniques, are described 
in § 4.2 and § 4.3. 
Zooplankton have been observed to respond to seasonally changing twilight times 
by adjusting their migration timing accordingly. Ashjian el al. (1998) observed in the 
Mid-Atlantic Bight that copepods synchronized migration timing to threshold light levels. 
Luo el al. (2000) found copepod migration in the Arabian sea to have a consistent 
relationship to sunrise and sunset times, despite variation in duration and intcnsity. 
Ashjian el at. (2002) found migration 10 occur consistently preceding local sunrise and 
sunset times in the Arabian Sea, with some regional variation. Vertical velocity and 
backscatter intensity data taken al a given depth or depth range can be used to identify the 
timing of migration at dusk and dawn of each day. 
The fo llowing analysis was perfonned for each bin. An ascent time for each day 
was found by locating the time of peak upward velocity w between the hours of 18:00 and 
0:00 NST. Searching within a consistent time range rather than within twilight hours 
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prevents any statistical bias to the seasonally changing twili ght times. In most cases, the 
peak upward vertical velocity value in this time interval is a lso the maximum for the 
entire day. Evening nautical twilight hours always fell with in the range 19:00 - 22:00 
NST. A descent time was found similarly by loca~'ing the ti m e of1eak downward 
velocity between the hours of 0:00 and 6:00 NST. Morning nauti~al twilight hours 
always fell within the range 2:00 - 5:00 NST. The same pre cess was perfonned for the 
temporal derivative ofbackscaucr intensity (cf Lorke el aJ. ~ 2004), dSj dr, yielding 
another set of migration times (Fig 4.1.1). 
An overall relationship between migration timing atild sunrise and sunset times is 
apparent (Fig 4.1.2), as well as significant variability, the causes of which are examined 
in detail in the next chapter. SOIhe bins are more appropria1.e for this analysis than others. 
For example, in the bins nearer the surface, the velocity of rnigrators is more difficult to 
discern. There is also a markeddifTerence in thc values and long-tenn trends obtained 
between the two methods. To account for the discrepancy, an edge detection algorithm is 
applied, identifying the maximum temporal derivative of S._ across a range of depths. The 
average time, excluding the maximum and minimum outli~s, is taken to be the time of 
migration. 
Twilight, sunrise, and sunset times have been roundoed to correspond to the 
temporal resolution of the ADCP measurements-in this ca se, 20 minutes. 
The literature indicates Ihat zooplankton can alter tl"leir vertical velocity in 
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" response to their surroundings. Neill (1990) found increased migration rates in copepods 
after the introduction of a predator. Ashjian et af. (2002) found a significant seasonal 
variation in migration velocity. 
A by-product of the migration timing calculation is a migr~{ion speed for each day 
at each bin. That is, the vertical velocity associated with time ofm:igration is the peak 
(upward or downward) velocity. This value is taken to represent the intensity of 
migration. 
One drawback to this method is that a peak velocity may be an anomaly and 
therefore may not be a good representative of migration velocity. This can be addressed 
by averaging velocities over a range of depths, though there is some subjectivity in 
choosing the depth range. To account for extreme unrepresentative values, the two 
outliers are omitted from the average (Fig 4.1.3). 
An immediate result of this method is a distribution that shows descent velocities 
consistently higher than ascent velocities (Fig 4.1.4). This pattern holds for nearly all of 
the moorings, both for velocities averaged over a depth range, and for absolute maxima 
(Table 4.1.1). The largest difference is seen in Trinity Bay. The difference is on the 
order of I mm S·l, which is in agreement with the estimate calculated in § 2.1 for ea/allllS 
jillmarchicus. 
There is still some question as to whether ADCP velocities can be considered to 
be a direct measurement of migration velocities (Luo et al. 2000; Ott, 2005). Alternative 
means of detemlining migration velocities come out oflhe more elaborate quantification 
methods described in the next sections. 
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Figure 4.1.1 Cross sections of vertical velocity and backscatter at Trinity Bay 2001 
mooring A, bin #3. Backscatter intensity (a), dashed line shows depth orbin #3. 
Vertical velocity (b), dashed line shows depth orbin #3 . Vertical velocity at bin #3 (e). 
Backscatter intensity at bin #3 (d). Time gradient of back sea tier intensity at bin #3 (e). In 
(e) - (e), solid vertical lines indicate sunrise and sunset times; dotted lines indicate 
nautical twilight times. 
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Figure 4.1.2 Migration timing relative to sunset and sunrise for Trinity Bay 2001 
mooring A, 80- 100 m. Ascent time based on evening peak upward IV (a). Descent time 
based on morning peak downward IV (b). Ascent time based on evening maximum dS/ dt 
(c). Descent time based on morning minimum dSj dl (d). 
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Figure 4.1.3 Migratioo velocities for Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A, averaged over the 
depth range 80 - 100 m, excluding two outliers. 
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Figure 4. 1.4 Trinity Bay 2001, mooring A. Distribution of upward and downward 
migration velocities averaged over the depth range 30 - 100 m, excluding two outliers, 
grouped by 5 mm S-1 bins. 
Mooring ~nt velocity (mm/s) Descent velocity (mm/s) 
max mean max 
Placentia Bay A 10.1 18.6 -10.8 -19.4 
1999 B 9A 21 .0 -10.0 -19.7 
Trinity Bay A 8A 14.9 -14.1 -22.2 
2001 B 12.7 21.1 -15.5 -26.4 
C 10.4 18.8 -13.8 -22.6 
Trinity Bay A 67 15.0 . 10- 2-- -19.5 
2002 B 5.9 11.' · 10.0 -18.6 
C 7.0 14.2 -10.3 -17 .5 
D 8.9 16.1 -10.7 -18.6 
E 9.3 15.3 -8.7 -14.6 
F 12.1 22 .1 -8.9 -17.0 
Funk Island Bank 2004 25.2 37 .7 -22.5 -31.2 
Table 4. 1.1 Mean and peak ascent and descent migration velocit ies averaged over the 
entire deployment duration, shown for all moorings. 
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4.2 Time series 
A time series of scattering layer depth as a function of time provides infonnation 
on the response of zooplankton to environmental conditions that single statistics do not 
reflect. Time series can also be used to extract the statistics discu~lsed in the previous 
section by locating the daily maximum and minimum temporal gtradients. Different 
methods for creating time series from the ADCP backscatter data are found in the 
literature. Ashjian ef af. (1998) converted backscatter intensity to a biomass median 
depth. Rippeth & Simpson (1998) generated a particle path from the vertical velocity 
data. The following describes various methods for generating such time series from 
analysis of ADCP data. 
Choosing threshold values 
One method for reducing complicated backscatter patterns to a single layer is to 
choose a rangc of Sv values considered to represent the layer. This isolates the diel pattern 
from the background data. Choosing thc rangc ofvalucs somctimes follows some 
subjective assessment of the data and is likely particular to a specific region. The 
distribution at Placentia Bay mooring B (Fig 4.2.1 b) suggests the possibility of two 
distinct scattering layers identified by the two dominating maxima, while the distribution 
at Placentia Bay mooring A (Fig 4.2.1 a) is more difficult to interpret. It should also be 
pointed out that a high count of a particular range of S,. values docs not necessarily 
represent a migrating backscatlering layer, but may instead simply indicate some common 
background scattercrs. 
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" The method proposed here is to identify the Sv values that represent migrating 
scatterers by examining the vertical velocity data. During the twilight hours, migrating 
scatterers should be associated with abnonnally high vertical velocity values-values that 
are very unlikely to be water velocities. These values are identifieb in the vertical 
velocity data by using Chauvemet's criterion. That is, mcasurcmcftt of migrating veloc ity 
is treated as a measurement error, and is identified as any values that are >2 standard 
deviations from the mean (Taylor, 1982). This identifies regions where scatterers are 
known to be migrating (Fig 4.2.2 a,b). The Sv values that fall within these regions make 
up a new data set of known migrators. A migrating scattering layer is then defined by all 
Sv values in the backscatter intensity data that fall within one standard deviation of the 
mean of the new data set (Fig 4.2.2 c,d). 
This method is useful for outlining the complex-shaped scattering layers. It has 
the potential to catch both the deep migrators and the intennediate migrators, as well as 
some variabi lity that takes p lace during the night. It does, however, omit the surface 
concentration that appears at night because the surface has a much higher concentration 
of strong scattercrs than migrating groups. Unfortunately, because the result retains much 
of the complexityofthe original scattering layers, it remains difficult to work with 
statistically. It can be a tool for visualization of trends and for identifying important iso-
lines of S,., as well as providing an index of layer thickness. 
The path of a scattering layer can be reduced so that at each time, the scattering 
layer depth is a single value. This is more convenient to work with than a time series 
with breadth in the vertical dimension. Some essential characteristics are lost, such as 
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variation in layer breadth or the presence of multiple layers. In cases where there is a 
single layer with fairly consistent breadth, such methods can greatly facilitate analysis. 
One method for reducing a path to a single line is to follow an iso~line in the 
backscatter intensity, such as one of the threshold values obtainedlfrom the method just 
described. The maximum S,' path can also be tracked (Luo el al., 12000). This is found by 
determining at each time step the depth at which the maximum S. value occurs (Fig 
4.2.3). The typical effect is that during the day, the path follows a signal near the surface 
of around ~85 dB, and at night the path follows a signal ncar thc surfacc of around ~ 75 dB, 
indicating perhaps that two distinct groups ofmigrators are being tracked. The abrupt 
deep migration at twilight is seen as downward spikes dividing night from day. Results 
of this method are somewhat difficult to interpret because the series produced does not 
vary much from the uppermost bin. 
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Figure 4.2.1 The number of occurrences of each dB value (±O.5 dB) of the backscatter 
intensity data for the duration of the deployments of Placentia Bay 1999 mooring A (a) 
and mooring B (b). 
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Figure 4.2.2 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A: identifying migrating scattcrcrs by associating 
high velocities with Sv values. Vertical velocity data (a). Regions orlhe vertical velocity 
data that lie outside of2 standard deviations (white regions) (b). Backscatter coefficient 
(e). Regions oflhe backscatter intcnsitydata that are within 1 standard deviation oflhe 
set of S" values associated with high velocities (white regions) (d). Resulting backscatter 
range identified is from -86.5 to -80.8 dB. 
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Figure 4.2.3 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A: tracking maximum backscatter intens ity. 
Volume backscatter intensity (a); depth of maximum S,. value at each measurement time 
(b); maximum Sv value at each measurement time (c). 
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Biomass median depth 
~' , 
Independent biological measurements are necessary for quantification and better 
understanding of scattering layers observed acou~~ically. Relating backscatter intensity to 
" 
a biological measurement such as dry weight is a tricky process w,th many parameters to 
take into account (Heywood el aJ., [991, Ashjian eI al., 1994; Sta~ton et al., 1994; Martin 
el al. 1996; Wiebe el al., 1996; Fielding el al. 2004). To formulate a reliable conversion, 
pre-calibration of the ADCP is optimal (Flagg & Smith, 1989), and tow data should be 
directed to Ihis purpose for taxonomic differentiation. The deployments in Placentia Bay 
and Trinity Bay were designed to collect data primarily regarding physical processes in 
the bays, and no biological data were collected. The biological data collected during the 
Funk Island Bank deployment covered a region approximately 100 km across (Fig 1.2.2). 
Estimating biomass based on backscatter intensity at the location of the mooring is 
therefore very difficult. 
Even without absolute calibration, biomass and abundance estimates can still be 
useful in a relative sense. One method for reducing a scattering layer path to a single-
value time series is to track scattering layers based on the median depth of relative 
biomass estimates (Ashjian et aI., 1998; Ashjian et al., 2002). Based upon the 
consistency of the daily migratory cycle, backscatter intensity data can be converted to 
biomass by correlating Sv values to dry weights from tow samples. A scattering layer is 
then converted into a single time series by choosing at each time step the biomass median 
depth. That is, the depth that divides the waler column with the same biomass above and 
below. Because the desired result is a median depth, it is not necessary that the biomass 
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estimates are accurate in an abso lute sense. It is sufficient that {~e converting formula 
yield a biomass estimate that is accurate in a relative sense. 
We present a method for determining a relative index of biomass, resulting in a 
conversion formula from backscatter intensity to relative biomass.} The nature of the 
available data introduces a high degree of uncertainty to the conversion formula, which is 
why the resulting fonn ula is only considered useful in a relative sense. Sources of 
uncertainty will be noted as they are introduced into the calculation. 
Tow data from the Templeman cruise (§ 3.5) were used in comparison with 
backscatter data from the Funk Island Bank mooring. The mooring site is near the centre 
of the survey region (Fig 1.1.2). It is treated as representative of the diel backscatter cycle 
for the entire region. This is based on the assumption of horizontal homogeneity of 
scattering layers and introduces a degree of uncertainty. The issue of horizontal 
homogeneity is discussed in § 5.1. The analogous assumption is made for the tow data. 
That is, variation with regard to location within the survey region is considered to be 
small as compared to variation based on the diel cycle. 
Backscatter intensity data from this mooring is averaged in a daily sense to give a 
representative daily backscatter cycle. That is, if S,.(r ,z) gives the backscatter intensity at 
any time r and depth z then the daily-average is given by 
(4.1) 
where / and i are given in days, / ranging from 0 to 1, and (DI, ... D",) give the year days 
included in the study. An associated standard deviation is also calculated (Fig 4.2.4). No 
adjustments were made for the changing twilight times because the deployment spanned 
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only two weeks, during which twilight times only changed by about 20 minutes, or 2 
ensemble intervals. Use of this mean to represent the daily cycle in backscatter is based 
on the assumption that the day to day variation is ,small relative to the consistency of the 
'. I 
repeating pattern, a small source of uncertainty as indicated in the ,tandard deviation plot 
(Fig. 4.2.4). Both the mean backscatter intensity and the standard deviation were highest 
at night near the surface. 
Most of the tows (85%) integrated over the entire ADCP depth range, so no 
variation in the vertical is reflected. Backscatter intensity was therefore depth-averaged 
by 
(4.2) 
where BI, ... B~ denote the 11 bins of backscatter data (Fig 4.2.5 a). 
Tow data were also represented as a daily average of sampled weight DW, 
calculated as 
(4.3) 
where n is the number of samples that occurred at time of day t, DW is the sample dry 
weight, and T is the tow duration. The calculated sample weights were averaged into 10 
minute bins to correspond to the backscatter data. To account for gaps where no samples 
were taken, the resulting time series was linearly interpolated and averaged over ± 30 
minutes (Fig. 4.2.5 b). 
A best fit was found using linear regression, relating s.: to log( DW) since the 
backscatter coefficient is logarithmically related to volume (cf Ashjian et at., 2002) (Fig. 
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< 4.2.5), with an r-squared value orO.77. Without linear interpolation of tow data, the r-
squared value is slightly lower, at 0.75. The resulting conversion formula is 
log (DW)~o.07S;+5.0 1 , (4.4) 
and is essentially a linear fit of two groups of data poinls-day and night. The fannula is 
then applied directly. without averages, to the backscatter intensity data, to obtain a 
biomass index at any point that is considered to be accurate in a relative sense, with 
arbitrary units. The same biomass index is used at all moorings. 
Copepods composed the majority of tow data, so this index is morc accurately a 
capepod biomass index . The fairly high correlation with backscatter suggests that 
copepods compose a substantial portion of the detcctcd scattcrers. However, high 
correlation to backscatter does not necessarily indicate high numerical abundance relative 
to other taxa (Wiebe el al., 1996). Copepod migration may also be aligned with 
migration of some other zooplankton that dominates the backscatter. On one occasion, 
Dr. P. Pepin (DFO, personal communication) found a similar night-time acoustic si&'11al 
in Trinity Bay to correspond to a high concentration of jellyfish. 
Biomass median depth at each time is calculated as the depth below which is 50% 
of the biomass (Fig. 4.2.6). This method tracks the deep migrators at night and the 
intermediate migrators during the day. This method is optimally used when just one 
dominating scattering layer is present (Ashjian et al., 2002), and its entire migration cyclc 
is within range of observation. This latter is not the case for the data available here, but 
biomass median depth is still a valuable quantification technique if day and night are 
considered separately. 
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Figure 4.2.4 Day-averaged (year days 220 - 233) backscatter coeffic ient (top) and 
standard deviation (bottom) for the Funk Island Bank mooring. 
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Figure 4.2 .5 Averaged backscatter and tow data for the Funk Island Bank mooring. 
Backscatter coefficient dai ly- and depth-averaged (a); bongo net tow data daily averaged 
and depth integrated, linearly interpo lated to fi ll in gaps, and averaged over ± 30 minutes 
(b); log-linear regression between backscatter and dry weight averages shown, r = 0.77 
(e)_ 
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Figure 4.2.6 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A: tracking biomass median depth. Backscatter 
coefficient (a); bionnass median depth at each measurement time determined using a 
conversion formula from backscatter to biomass (b); Sv value at biomass median depth at 
each measurement t ime (e). 
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Lagrangian particle path 
~' , 
The vertical velocity data make up a velocity array that should be integrable to 
give the path in the z-direction of the dominating scattercrs. The method used here is to 
track a single Lagrangian particle through the vertical velocity fielq~ The resulting path 
can then be compared to backscatter data to test how well it repres~nts the movement of 
the migrating layer (Rippeth & Simpson, \998). 
The grid is detennined by the ensemble time intervals and bin size (4 m) of the 
measured data. The particle originates at the bottom of the lowest bin, and its position z 
is updated according to 
dz=w·dl (4.5) 
where w indicates the vertical velocity value at the current location of the particle. Time 
steps are typically 1,200 s, except for the Funk Island Bank mooring, where !J,.t = 600 s. 
This is enough time in many cases for the particle to cross many bins. To account for 
this, a smaller !J,.t is used to recalculate position by iterating many times within a time 
step, adjusting w appropriately as the particle passes through different bins. The final 
position after all iterations gives Z~ . I (Fig 4.2.7). Calculation is not intensive, so a very 
small!J,.t can be used. A forward-in-time numerical scheme is satisfactory. A more 
advanced scheme, such as Runge-Kutta, makes negligible difference because of the high 
number of iterations within each time step. 
The particle is clearly restricted from travelling below the ADCP, the bottom of 
the lowest bin (Fig 4.2.8), but the water column extends about 200 m below. Based on 
the backscatter data, the most intensely migrating scaUerers appear to migrate to below 
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the ADCP. The particle path follows the migrators down to the lowest bin during 
morning twilight, ani remains thereabouts thro ughout daylight hours, disallowed from 
going any deeper. In the evening, as these sca tterers re·cnter ADCP range and migrate 
quickly toward the snrface, the particle path tra ck: back up towarJ the higher bins. The 
resulting effect is that the particle path tracks t he group of deep m1grators, while ignoring, 
for the most part, the intermediate migrators. [n addition, the path is essentially reset to 
bin #1 every day, eliminating residual effects from day to day. This facilitates 
nonnalization ofthepath and unbiased day-tc>-day comparisons. 
20 nun/s 
partie>le 
i+l path 
10 nunls 
n n+1 
T ime step 
Figure 4.2.7 The nwnerical scheme used to tll"ack a Lagrangian particle through the 
measured vertical velocity'With a temporal re~olution higher than that of the ADCP. 
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Figure 4.2.8 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A: the path of a Lagrangian particle (dashed line) 
derived by integrating the vertical velocity field. Path is overlaid upon vertical velocity 
from which it is derived (a), and associated backscatter coefficient (b). 
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4.3 Full data set 
This section describes two methods of simulating two-dimensional time-depth 
arrays of ADCP data. The first is taken from Heywood (1996) and models the 
backscatter alTay based on the measured velocity. The second perf~nns the converse, 
modelling the vertical velocity array· based on velocimetry ofmeastued backscatter dala. 
Simulating migration of scattering layers 
An elaboration of the particle tracking method is 10 track the entire collection of 
scatlerers. That is, initialize the water column using a profile from the backscatter 
intensity data. For each time step, redistribute the scalterers based on the velocity field: 
a s a(wS ) 
a,=--;j";- (4.6) 
where S is the concentration of seatterers. The numerical scheme shown here is taken 
from Heywood (1996). As in the previous section, vertical velocity data are assumed to 
primarily represent the vertical velocity of migrating scalterers. At each time step 11, the 
concentration of scalterers S in the ith bin is adjusted according to 
(4.7) 
where 
(4.8) 
and S w';' 1 is defined similarly; llr = 1200 s (or 600 s for the Funk Island Bank mooring), 
!:J.z = 4 m, and IV is the vertical velocity at the appropriate time and bin. The quantity of 
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scatterers S is obtained from the backscatter coefficient using a simple antilog, since Sv is 
logarithmic, and converted back to backscatter by taking a logarithm, according to 
Heywood (1996). 
) 
As noted in the previous section, velocities are high cnougil for scatlerers to move 
many bins over a single time step. This model only allows for m6tion to the 
neighbouring bin and in fact is unstable for w > llz/I::J.(. As before, this is remedied by 
reducing 6.1 and iterating many times between lime steps. Because this algorithm requires 
a great deal more calculation than the algorithm generating a Lagrangian particle path, a 
!1t as large as possible is preferable. Ifa maximum migrating velocity, W" IU , is assumed, 
then the time interval must meet the following criterion for stability: 
(4.9) 
For W Ma:< = 80 mm S-1 (a very high estimate), I1t < 50 s. This method captures more of the 
intennediate migration than does the particle tracking technique and exaggerates certain 
features (Fig 4.3.1 c). Heywood (1996) reinitializes the model just before sunrise and 
sunset every day to eliminate residual effects. However, as with the particle tracking 
technique, this model reinitiali zes itself in effect every day when the seatterers migrate 
out of range below the ADCP. 
An improvement upon Heywood's log-antilog conversion is to usc the empirical 
conversion fonnula (4.4). Sand S" are related by 
log ( S )~ 5 .01 + 0.07 S , (4.10) 
A relative estimate of scatterer abundance is acceptable here because all values are 
converted back to dB. The result is that the scattering layer is more focused within the 
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approPriate dB range (Fig. 4.3. 1 d). The model was const rained so that the minimum S,. 
value corresponded to the minimum value measured by the ADCP in the absence of 
migrating scattercrs. 
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Fiellte 4.3. t Tracking a profile of scatterers using the velocity field at Trinity Bay 2001 
mOOring A, according to Heywood (1996). Measured backscatter intensity data (a) (the 
fir't cOlumn is used to initialize the model); measured vertical veloc ity data (b); 
silhUlation of the scatterer profile using Heywood's model (c); Heywood simulation 
rnl.)dified by empirical scatterer-biomass conversion fonn ula (4.10) (d). 
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Yclocimetry from backscatter flux 
The converse of the previous method can be perfonned. That is, rather than using 
the velocity data to simulate the backscatter data, a velocity array can be derived by 
tracking the movement of scatterers in the backs~atter data. The }tandard method 
typically perfonned on fluids is particle image velocimetry (P IY)~ PlY calculates velocity 
based on the movement of tracer particles between subsequent time sleps. 
pry generally requires a set of distinct particles to track (Westerwee l, 1997). In 
the backscatter data, the scatterers move as a collection rather than as disti nguishable 
particles or identifiable objects. Thus a more appropriate method ofvelocimetry is 
desired. 
The method used herc to track scatterers is simpler than pry and relies on the fact 
that the data are one-dimensional. This assumption follows from the horizontal 
homogeneity of back scattering layers (see § 5.1). The surface can be taken as a closed 
boundary. The 1-0 flux of scatterers at a depth Z l can be obtained from the change in the 
number ofscatterers between Z l and the closed surface boundary (Fig. 4.3.2). That is, 
(4. 11) 
The backscatter measurement at depth Z l gives a 1-0 scatterer density at that depth: 
D ( )-~ s Z l - Llz (4.12) 
This value is appropriate because it gives the ensemble averaged density over the period 
of time through which the flux takes place. Thus the velocity at depth Z l is obtained by 
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suifc" 
w(z) ~ F, (z ,) ~ (~) ,~, [S(z)". ,- S (z)" i 
, D,( z, ) ill S (z, ) 
(4.13) 
In order for this method to work. S must f"Present the relat~ve concentration of 
scatterers. Since S. is logarithmically related to measures of scatt~rer abundance, a 
conversion is pcrfonned. If S. is used directly, the method may capture the dominant 
features, but the velocity values arc unrealistic. Thus, S is obtained from Sv using the 
empirical Cannula (4.10). The resulting simulation is very close to the measured velocity 
(Fig. 4.3.3 c). 
The top few bins of the ADCP contain bad data, so the practical upper boundary is 
actually below the surface. Some scatterers might then pass through this boundary, 
affecting the calculated velocity at lower depths. A bootstrap technique is added to 
correct for this. For each time step, at each bin, velocity is first calculated using the 
above technique. The resulting velocity is then used to detennine a maximum range of 
vertical movcment at that time step. Velocity is then recalculated using a closed upper 
boundary prescribed by this range, rather than the surface boundary. This technique 
removes noise from the simulated velocity, better emphasising the dominant features 
(Fig. 4.3 .3 d). 
This quantification technique is designed to filter out velocities that are not related 
to movement ofmigrators. When thc bootstrap correction is used, the high frequency 
variation occurring between migration events is filtered out, leaving peaks that 
correspond to migration events. These peaks are very well defined and have higher 
values than those in the measured vclocity data (Fig 4.3.4). 
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Figure 4.3.2 The method used to obtain vertical velocity from flux ofscattcrers. The 
difference between the two profiles in the segment above Zl gives the flux of scattercrs 
through ZI over the lime fit between steps nand n+ 1. 
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Figure 4.3.3 Using a flux-velocimetry model to generate a velocity field from 
backscatter intensity data at Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A. Measured backscatter 
coefficient (a); measured vertical velocity (b); vertical velocity simulated using the flux-
veiocimetry method (e); vertical velocity simulated using the flux-velocimetry method 
with bootstrap correction (d). 
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Figure 4.3.4 Cross sections at bin #5 (depth 80 m) of velocities obtained using the flux-
vciocimeLry method for Trinity Bay 200 1 mooring A: measured velocity (a), veloc ity 
calcu lated using the flux-velocimetry method (b), and velocity calculated using the flux-
velocimetry method with the bootstrap correction (c). 
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4. 4 Comparison of Methods 
.-I 
The different methods for quantification of back scattering layers should be 
assessed to judge the relative usefulness and best app l~ cations of each. Much of this 
i 
assessment will result implicitly from their application in the next chapter when they are 
correlated with physical properties of the environment. This section presents a 
pre lim inary assessment, with some quantitative comparison between methods. 
Samples of all quantification methods are shown (Figs 4.4.1 - 4.4.4) of the first 
four days at one mooring of each deployment. Differences in the effectiveness of each 
method between deployments are apparent. There also exists some seasona l variation in 
the effectiveness of each method that cannot be seen in four-day samples. 
Figures 4.4.1 - 4.4.4 Six methods fo r quantifying migration of scattering layers. (a) 
Backscatter coefficient from ADCP measurement. (b) Vertical velocity data from ADCP 
measurement. (c) Region outlined by threshold values detennined by identifying S •. 
values associated with high velocities. (d) Depth of maximum S •. value. (e) Biomass 
median depth. (f) Path of Lagrangian particle obtained from measured velocity. (g) 
Simulated backscatter intensi ty using modi fi ed Heywood algorithm. (h) Simulated 
vertical velocity using flux-velocimetry method with bootstrap-correction. The first four 
days of each deployment are shown, using Placentia Bay 1999 moori ng A (Fig. 4.4.1), 
Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A (Fig. 4.4.2), Trin ity Bay 2002 mooring A (Fig. 4.4.3), and 
the Funk Island Bank mooring (Fig 4.4.4). 
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Figure 4.4.1 Placentia Bay 1999 mooring A (see above caption). 
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Figure 4.4.2 Trinity Bay 200 1 mooring A (see above caption). 
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Figure 4.4.3 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A (see above caption). 
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The three methods that yield a single depth pcr sample time are the maximum S, 
depth, the biomass median depth, and the Lagrangian particle path. At every mooring, 
the Lagrangian particle path is consistently the deepest, and the maximum Sv depth is 
consistently the shallowest (Table 4.4.1). A further analysis ofth~ persistence and 
variability of each series is presented in Chapter 5. 
Velocities obtained using the flux-velocimetry method were compared to 
measured velocities with respect to the timing and magnitude of the peak values that are 
associated with migration events. Most other velocities are successfully filtered out by 
the flux-velocimetry method. Time series of migration timing and velocity were 
constructed from both measured and simulated velocity using the methods described in § 
4.1. Results show that the flux-velocimetry method with the bootstrap correction 
generates migrating velocities greater than measured velocities by an average factor of 
about 4. Migration timing is also highly affected, though the average remains the same 
(Fig 4.4.5, 4.4.6). 
The flux-velocimetry method is successful in filtering out velocities that are not 
associated with migration. Simulated velocities in between migration events are very 
close to zero. The high simulated values associated with migration events may be largely 
due to the fact that the surface is not a true closed boundary. Violation of this assumption 
also leads to occasional spikes in simulated velocity values. The velocimetry method is 
expected to be more consistent for data collected by a downward-looking ADCP, where 
the sea floor can be used as a closed boundary. Horizontal patchiness may also cause 
some error in the simulated values. However, it is also possible that measured velocities 
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underestimate migration velocities-a possibility also suggested by the low values 
generated by the Lagrangian particle path. Velocimetry may be used to elucidate to what 
extent measured velocities correspond to scatterer migration. Measured vertical 
velocities are sometimes taken to represent migration velocities, tJough Ott (2005) 
showed a small influence by migration on measured vertical velodities, and Luo et at. 
(2000) found measured velocities to be smaller than the velocity of the migrating layer 
obtained by tracking the depth of maximum S •.. 
To evaluate simulated backscatter, Hc)'\\'ood (1996) compares the simulated 
backscatter array to the measured backscatter array using a nonnalized root-mean-square 
(mlS), taking into account the logarithmic nature of S,., defined by 
± (eXP (S v( Simulated ))- eXp (s y( observed )) )' 
, exp (S.(observed )) (4.14) 
Q~log k 
where k is the number of valid data points. This calculation is awkward, however. A 
perfect simulation gives a non-real Q value of 10g(0). 
Since Heywood's algorithm already takes into account the logarithmic relationship 
between S,. and the volume of scatterers in the simulation of dB values, as does the 
modified algorithm designed in § 4.3, it is better to calculate a normalized ITTlS directly 
from the observed and simulated dB values. This is given by 
_ 1 ~ [Sy( Simulated l-S,,(Observed l ]' Q~ k'7' S,.(observed ) , (4.15) 
where lower values indicate good simulations. For Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A, the 
unmodified algorithm had a lower nns (Fig. 4.4.7), but when a1112 moorings are 
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considered, neither algorithm has a consistently lower nns. Both algorithms show a 
tendency of seatterers toward the lower bins (Fig 4.4.8). The modified algorithm is 
preferred because of its calibration with tow data and because it better emphasizes the 
scattering layer. 
Year day 
Figure 4.4.5 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A, bin 5. Daily maximum upward velocities (a) 
from observed data (thick line) and from flux-velocimetry simulation with bootstrap 
correction (thin line). Timing of daily maximum upward velocities (b) from observed 
data (thick line) and from flux-velocimetry simulation with bootstrap correction (thin 
line). 
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Figure 4.4_6 Trinity Bay 2001, mooring A. Distribution of upward migration velocities 
for observed velocities and velocities simulated using Oux-velocimetlY with the bootstrap 
correction_ Values represent averages of three maxima in the depth range 80 - 100 m_ 
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Figure 4.4_ 7 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A: nonnalized root-mean-square difference 
between backscatter intensity measured and simulated using Heywood's (1996) algorithm. 
Means are taken each day. over all data points. 
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Mooring Maximum Sy depth Biomass median depth Lagrangian particle path 
st. dey. mean st. dey. mean st. dey. 
Placentia A 44 20 5.8 9 97 
Bay 1999 B 42 17 58 7 95 
Trinity A 41 19 49 9 90 
Bay 2001 B 38 21 47 10 80 
C 37 19 45 9 83 
Trinity A 14 3 20 8 61 
Bay 2002 B 28 16 35 62 
C 28 14 34 59 
D 30 15 35 55 
E 28 15 34 44 
F 31 17 36 49 
Funklsland~ 43 15 56 63 
Table 4.4.1 Means and standard deviations of the three single-value lime series 
described in § 4.2, for all moorings. Values arc given in metres. 
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Figure 4.4.8 Mean backscatter profiles, both measured and simulated using Heywood's 
method, over four days at Trinity Bay 2001, mooring A. 
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The techniques described in this chapter provide a toolbox for quantification and 
subsequent analysis of DVM patterns in the ADCP data. Each technique has strengths 
and weaknesses. and each is best suited for emphasizing some particular aspect of the 
DVM pattern (Table 4.4.2). 
The simple edge-detection techniques described in § 4.1 pfovide time series of 
velocity and timing of migration. These time series are small data sets. and analysis is 
not intensive. Edge-detection is applied over a depth range rather than across a single bin 
so that the values obtained are not biased by unrepresentative extreme values. There is 
some degree of subjectivity involved in choosing the depth range. 
Of the methods described in § 4.2 that reduce the scattering layer to a single time 
series, the preferred quantification technique is the biomass median depth. It is the most 
representative of the depth of the scattering layer, and captures characteristics of both the 
deep migralors and the intermediate migrators. The method of tracking the depth of 
maximum backscatter generates a series that tends toward the uppermost bin, except 
during migration events. The method of tracking a Lagrangian particle generates a series 
that tends toward the lowermost bin, particularly during the day. The biomass median 
depth is therefore preferred for the analysis presented in Chapter 5. The major 
disadvantage to using the biomass median depth is that its formulation relies on 
biological samples. However. only a relative index of biomass is required. so limited 
biological data will suffice. 
The two methods described in § 4.3 for simulating backscatter and vertical 
velocity both rely on the assumption that the DVM pattern is essentially one-dimensional. 
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" This can lead to poor simulations in the presence of large horiz6ntal currents and patchy 
distribution ofzoopianklon. Both methods are useful in examining to what extent 
measured vertical velocities and scatterer movement are related. They do not produce 
series that are convenient for correlation with environmental forciqg, 
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Tecltnique Application Strengtlts Weaknesses 
Edge-detection Identify migration Small data sets Maxima and minima 
timing and Simple analysis not always 
velocity representative of 
mifator behaviour 
Subjectivity in choosing 
depth range 
Ral/geof Isolate scattering Retains complex Complex geometry 
backscatter layers from characteristics of difficult to analyse 
associated with background migration such as 
high velocities multiple layers and 
layer thickness 
Depth of Reduce Calculation not Tends to be shallower 
maximum backscatter to a intensive than apparent layer 
backscatter single layer depth 
Influenced by limited 
ADCP range 
Biomass Reduce DVM Good representation Requires tow data for 
median depth pattern to a single of apparent layer relat ive biomass index 
layer based on depth Influenced by limited 
measured Calculation not ADCP range backscatter intensive 
Lagrangian Reduce DVM Calculation not Tends to be deeper than 
particle path pattern to a single intensive apparent layer depth 
layer based on Path represents Influenced by limited 
measured velocity 
measured velocities ADCPrange 
Simulation of Reconstruct Ab le to simulate Calcu lation intensive 
scattering backscatter array multiple layers Underestimates back-layers based on 
scatter near surface 
measured velocity 
l-D assumption 
Velocimetry Reconstruct Filters velocities Simulated velocities 
from back- velocity array caused by currents may be overesti mated 
scatter fllLT based on 1-D and closed-
observed scatterer boundary assumptions 
movement 
Calculation intensive 
Table 4.4.2 Summary of techniques for quantifying DVM patterns. 
I II 
CHAPTERS: ANALYSIS 
I' 
J 
The persistent die! pattern is first established, both spatially and temporally, using the 
, ) 
quantification techniques described in Chapler 4. Seasonallrends,florizontal correlation, 
I 
and responses to physical cues are then analysed in the context of variability in this diel 
pattern. The final section (§ 5.3) makes note of in Ie resting anomalies in the data. 
Some features of these data make them dim cult to analyse. Foremost is the fact 
that the ADeps only view the upper portion of the water column. This means that we 
only see the migrators for a fraction of the day, thus restricting analysis of their behaviour 
and affecting the continuity of the data. The general solution will be to separate data into 
day and night portions. Our analysis would be more effective if the data included the 
entire water column; however, no such data were collected in the study area, so the 
methods of quantification and analysis must be robust enough to accommodate the 
available data. 
The temporal resolution of20 minutes (except for the Funk Island Bank mooring) 
limits analyses on migration timing somewhat. Temperature data is also missing from 
some of the deployments. For the Trinity Bay 2001 deployment, the shallowest 
thennistors are at depths of around 50 m, so that for the upper half of the ADCP range, 
temperatures are unknown. The Placentia Bay 1999 deployment did not include 
thennistors. Despite these limitations, valuable quantitative results are obtained. 
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5.1 Temporal and spacial persistence 
Variability in migration is analysed with respect to the repeating dicl pattern; 
therefore the pattern must first be established. This is accomplished through the 
processes of "day-normalization," defined below, and daily averagIng. Horizontal 
homogeneity is then examined with respect to separation distanceS between moorings and 
between individual beams of a single ADCP. 
Day-normalization 
The daily average synthesizes the repeating pattern well for short deployments (cf 
Fig 4.2.4). However, most deployments span approximately 3 months, during which 
twilight times vary by as much as 90 minutes. If migration events correspond to twilight 
times, then taking a daily mean will obscure their characteristics, blurring them over this 
temporal range. The solution follows Ashjian ef at. (2002), time-standardizing each day 
so that sunrise occurs at 6:00 and sunset occurs at 18:00. 
This "day-nonnalization" is based on the assumption that migration events 
consistently align with the solar cycle, changing with the changing twilight times. This is 
often taken as a given, and migration timing is measured relative to sunrise or sunsct 
timing. To be thorough, it is important to confiml this. It is not obvious from the 
distribution that migration timing varies according to seasonally changing twilight times 
(Fig. 5.1.1), and it may be that migrators follow endogcnous rhythms rather than light 
cues (Forward, 1988; Lorke el al. 2004). Furthennore, because ofhighcr frequency 
variation, polynomial fits of migration timing (cf Fig 4.1.2) using the least·squares 
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I' 
method, both with and without day-nonnalization, show comparable coefficients of order 
1 and 2 for migration timing. Ifmigration timing corresponds with twilight times, 
coefficients of order I and 2 should diminish noticeably with day-normalization. 
. I 
The procedure used to test the validity of day-nonnalization.is as follows. For any 
, 
given method of quantifying diel vertical migration, the average day is taken, analogolls 
10 equation (4.1). Each day of the deployment is correlated with this average day by 
determining the correlation coefficient, 
I (x, - x)(y, - y ) 
(5.1) 
where x and yare the series being correlated, and over-bars indicate means. The mean 
correlation coefficient over all days is taken. The resulting value gives an indication of 
how closely the time series correlates with the average day. The procedure is carried out 
both with and without performing day-normalization. Results show that migration paths 
consistently correlate more highly with day-normalized average days than with average 
days that are not day-normalized (Table 5.1.1), implying that migration timing is 
correlated with sunrise and sunset, and thereby justifying day-normalization. The 
exception is the particle-path method, which shows no consistent preference. This 
method may not be a good indicator of migration timing because of its tendency to 
produce a path that descends at variable times during the night. 
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Figure 5.1.1 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A, migration timing identified by maximum and 
minimum Sv gradients, and averaged over bins \-5. Histograms of migration timing using 
ordinary local time (top) and day-nonnalizcd time (bottom). Sunrise and sunset times 
vary by approximately 90 minutes over this time series. 
liS 
Mooring With day_nOrma/jZat~~"elati°':.v~t~:~;:;:;J;;rmalization 
Median Max Sv Particle Median MAx Sv Particle 
depth depth path depth depth path 
Placentia A 0.43 0.39 0.68 0.37 0.28 0.65 
Bay 1999 B 0.48 0.50 0.74 0.42 0.44 0.73 
Trinity A 066 0.44 0.63 0.62 0.37 0.64 
Bay 2001 B 0.64 0.39 0.74 0.61 0.34 0.74 
C 0.56 0.37 0.74 0.54 0.32 0.75 
Trinity A 0.46 0.39 0.66 0.38 0.33 0.65 
Bay 2002 B 0.50 0.41 0.75 0.49 0.38 0.77 
C 0.51 0.45 0.58 0.45 0.40 0.58 
D 0.66 0.48 0.75 0.60 0.40 0.75 
E 0.64 0.45 0.61 0.59 0.39 0.59 
F 0.54 0.36 0.68 0.48 0.30 0.67 
Funk Island Bank 0.49 0.54 080 0.47 0.50 0.80 
Table 5.1.1 Mean correlation coefficient at each mooring between individual days and 
average day, usi ng three different methods of quantification. Correlation coefficients are 
given for both with and without day-normalization. 
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Daily averages 
Daily averaged day-nonnalized series and their associated standard deviations 
then provide a good synthesis of the persistence ofJhe daily cycle. This calculation can 
) 
be perfonned for any of the quantification methods described in CHapter 4, as well as for 
I 
the backscatter coefficient and vertical velocity data, In all cases, the diel pattern is 
extremely clear (Figs 5.1.2 - 5.1.4), with the exception of the method of identifying 
threshold S,. values associated with abnonnally high velocities (Fig 5.1.3, a). 
Daily averages of backscatter and vertical velocity measured by the ADCP show 
that migration in the top 100 m of the water column occurs just before sunrise (6:00) and 
just after sunset (18:00), during nautical twilight hours (Fig 5.1.2). Large standard 
deviations are associated with these times, however, indicating that there is some 
variation in migration timing. For backscatter intensity data, both measured by the ADCP 
and simulated using the adjusted Heywood method, highest standard deviations follow 
the path of the migrating layer. In the vertical velocity data, both measured by the ADCP 
and simulated by the flux-velocimetry method, the highest standard deviations are during 
migration times (Fig 5.1.2, 5.1.4). The daily average of the flux-ve locimetry data shows 
an area of downward velocity following the upward migration in the evening, also 
associated with a high standard deviation. This will be discussed further in § 5.3. 
The daily average produced by the method of identifying S,. associated with high 
velocities is meaningless (Fig 5.1.3 a). This is because the method does not work well 
over long time scales. The biomass median depth and the maximum backscatter depth 
both show clear, symmetrical die! patterns (Fig 5.1.3 b, c). The Lagrangian panicle path 
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method also yields a clear diel pattern but with a noticeable asymmetry, in that downward 
migration appears much more gradual than upward migration (Fig 5.1.3 d). Standard 
deviations for the biomass median depth are fairly consistent, wheref those for the 
maximum S. depth and the particle path differ greatly between day ahd night. The 
I 
particle path is also consistently 40 - 60 m deeper than the other two paths, and tcnds to 
sink gradually throughout the night in a manner unrepresentativc of the actual scatterers. 
Time series from an entire deployment can then be related to the day-normalized 
daily average to observe long term trends and deviations from the generally persistent 
pattern. A normalized difference is calculated between individual days and the daily 
average using the biomass median depth paths. All days are day-normalized. A positive 
value indicates that the biomass median depth is shallower than the average, and a 
negative value indicates a deeper than average path. 
Results show seasonal trends that are consistent between moorings within the 
same deployment. The Placentia Bay 1999 and Trinity Bay 2001 deployments show 
shallower than average paths ncar the summer solstice, year day 171 (Fig 5.1.5), while thc 
Trinity Bay 2002 deployment shows deeper than average paths at this time (Fig 5.1.6). 
The consistency between moorings within the same deployment is analysed in the 
following subsection in the context of horizontal homogeneity. The dips in biomass 
median depth around year day 170 in the Trinity Bay 2002 deploymcnt arc discussed in § 
5.2 in the context ofa response to changes in temperature stratification. 
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Figure 5. 1.2 Trinity Bay 200 1 mooring B. Daily averaged day-nonnalized series and 
corresponding standard deviations of ADCP data: backscatter intensity dai ly average (a) 
and corresponding standard deviation (b), vertical velocity dai ly average (c) and 
corresponding standard deviation (d). Averages cover year days 141-232. 
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Figure 5.1.3 Trin ity Bay 2001 mooring B. Daily averaged day~nonnalized series and 
corresponding standard deviations of quantifications of scattering layers: method of 
identifying S, values assoc iated with high velocities (a), biomass median depth with 
standard deviation (b), depth of maximum Sv value with standard deviation (e), and 
Lagrangian particle path with standard deviation (d). Averages cover year days 141-232. 
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Figure 5.1.4 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring B. Daily averaged day-normalized series and 
corresponding standard deviations of simulated ADCP data: backscatter intensity daily 
average simulated using the adjusted Heywood method (a) and corresponding standard 
deviation (b), vertical velocity daily average simulated using the flux-velocimetry method 
with the bootstrap correction (c) and corresponding standard deviation (d). Averages 
cover year days 141-232. 
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Figure 5. 1.5 Seasonal trends fo r Placentia Bay 1999 (top) and Trinity Bay 2001 
(bottom). Nonnalized differences are of biomass median depth, between daily averaged 
day-normalized series and individual day-normalized days. The graph shows an average 
of ±5 days. 
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Figure 5.1.6 Seasonal trends for Trini ty Bay 2002. Normalized differences are of 
biomass median depth, between daily averaged day-nonnalized series and individual day-
nonnalized days. The graph shows an average of ±5 days. 
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Horizontal homogeneity 
A common difficulty in collecting oceanographic data is the practical limitation 
for sampling given the ocean's extremely large horizontal scale. Data from a single 
mooring are often used to represent the characteristics of a large re$ion. In the case of the 
Funk Island Bank mooring, thc survey region extended over 100 ktn across, with only one 
moored ADCP to measure the vertical characteristics (Fig 1.1.2). Some assumption of 
horizontal homogeneity is clearly made, though zooplankton distributions likely have 
some degree of patch iness in the horizontal (Marcus, 1988). 
For the 2001 and 2002 Trinity Bay deployments, there are multiple moorings 
within the bay, spaced on the order of 10 km apart. These are good data sets for gauging 
vari ab ility in the horizontal. FurtheITllore, each ADCP collects 4 beams of backscatter 
data, each beam oriented at 210 from the vertical. Near the ADCP, the beams are close 
together, but near the surface, they are separated by distances of lOs of metres. Degrees 
of horizontal homogeneity can thus be determined with respect to different horizontal 
scales. 
Biomass median depths were calculated, day-normalized, and averaged daily. 
Correlation coefficients were found between resulting paths. At first, this was done for 
individual beams within the same ADCP, which were correlated to each other, to the 
average beam path, and to the path of another mooring from the same deployment (Fig 
5.1.7). Because the beams coincide at the ADCP, the calculation only included bins 8-18, 
with beam separation ranging from about 20 m to about 50 m. There is some variation 
between beams, but there is consistent ly a higher correlation when compared to each 
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other or to the average beam (r = 0.99) than when compared to another mooring in the 
vicinity (r = 0.95). These values are representative of the variation between distances of 
lOs of metres as compared to lOs of kilometres (Table 5.1.2). 
Beam averages were then used in the same manner to find cbrrelations between 
I 
moorings in all deployments. Correlation coefficients were found between daily averages 
of all 12 moorings (Tab le 5. t .3), showing high correlations between moorings within the 
same region during the same time period (r :::: 0.90), and even within Trinity Bay between 
years 2001 and 2002 (r :::: 0.85). Correlations dropped ofT somewhat with the Funk Island 
Bank mooring (r :::: 0.60), and quite a bit with the Placentia Bay moorings (r:::: 0). 
It should be noted that the higher temporal resolution at the Funk Island Bank 
moori ng has some effect on the algorithms' outputs. Also, this mooring was deployed 
for on ly 2 weeks in August, whereas the other moorings co llected data for about 100 days 
each, during approximately the same seasons. In addition, correlations are expected to 
drop off for inter-year comparisons since they do not compare the same time period. 
The two moorings separated by the greatest horizontal distance in the Trinity Bay 
2002 deployment were moorings A and E. These moorings still had a high correlation 
coefficient (r = 0.89), suggesting that a single mooring gives a fairly good representation 
of the dic1 pattern of zooplankton vertical distribution over lOs of kilometres in the 
horizontal. There is a trend, however, of decreasing correlation with increasing distance 
between moorings (Fig 5.1.8 a). 
The same analysis can be perfonned fo r season-scale time series (Fig 5.1.6). The 
correlation coefficient r is detennined as a function of separation distance (Fig 5. 1.8 b). 
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Time series derived from moorings within the same deployment, with separation distance 
of I Os ofkm, are correlated fairly highly (average r = 0.77, excluding mooring D, Trinity 
Bay 2002, which was consistently uncorrelated with the other moorings). The 
. ) 
relationship between mooring separation distance and r is less clear here than in the 
previous analysis (Fig 5.1.8), and r values are not high enough to ;uggest that seasonal 
variation on scales of lOs ofkm can be represented by a single mooring. Time series 
derived from different beams within the same mooring, on the scale of lOs ofm, correlate 
very highly (r > 0.95), so some relationship to separation distance is clear. The 
consistently low correlation between mooring 0 and any other mooring, regardless of 
separation distance, suggests that local phenomena may also influence migration patterns. 
Mooring A B 
2 3 4 AVE AVE 
0.995 0.993 0.998 0 .998 0.933 
0.000 0 .997 0 .995 0 .998 0.921 
A 0.000 0.000 0.992 0 .997 0.914 
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0998 0.952 
AVE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.952 
B AVE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 
Table 5.1.2 Correlation coefficients r (upper right half) and associated p-values (lower 
left half) comparing daily averaged, day-normalized biomass median depth paths of 
individual beams at mooring A, Trinity Bay 2001, and beam averages at moorings A and 
B, Trinity Bay 2001. 
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Figure 5.1.7 Daily averages of day·nonnalized biomass median depth for individual 
beams (solid lines) and average beam (dotted line) at Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A, 
compared with average beam (dashed line) at Trinity Bay 2001 mooring B. 
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Trinity Bay 2001 Trinity Bay 2002 Funk I. Placentia 
Mooring Bank Bay 1999 
A B C A B C D E F A B 
Trinity A ~:OO 0.94 0.90 0.83 0.59 0.92 0.89 0.97 0.86 0 .64 -0.05 -0.15 Bay B 0.87 0.73 0.63 0.84 0.89 0.94 0.!Is 0.65 -0.12 -0.26 
2001 C 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.70 0.94 0.92 0.91 0 0.51 0.10 0.05 
Trinity A 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.58 0.97 0.86 0.89 O. 0.56 0.13 0.10 
Bay B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.81 0.68 0.09 0.48 0.41 
2002 C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.95 0.61 0.05 0.02 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.42 0.20 0.08 
E 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.94 0.61 0.03 -0.08 
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.26 0.15 
Funk I. Bank 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0 .00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 -0.45 -0.48 
Placentia A 0.68 0.31 0.39 0.28 0 .00 0.68 0 .09 0.80 0.03 0.00 0.93 
Bay 1999 B 0 .22 0 .03 0.70 DAD 0.00 0.90 0.53 0.50 0.20 O.OO~
Table 5.1.3 Correlation coefficients r (upper right half) and associated p-values (lower 
left half) comparing daily-averaged, day-nonnalized biomass median depth paths of beam 
averages at the 12 moorings. Shaded regions indicate moorings were in the same 
deploymcnt. 
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Figu re 5. 1.8 Correlation coefficient r plotted against distance separating moorings. 
Correlations are only included between moorings within the same deployment, spanning 
the same time period. Mooring A at Trinity Bay 2001 is shown for beam to beam 
correlation. Time series correlated are (a) daily averages of biomass median depth (Fig 
5.1.7), and (b) seasonal comparisons to daily averages (Fig 5.1.6). (Note: In (b), Trinity 
Bay 2002 mooring D is excluded because r values were very low.) 
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5.2 Response to envi ronmental cues 
Variability from the diel patlem is now correlated with environmental data. Not 
all cues believed to influence migration are represepted in the data. There are no data 
) 
regarding cues emitted by predators or food availability, for examp1e. Therefore there 
, 
will be some unexplained variability in migration behaviour. The two cues of interest 
here are light intensity and temperature stratification. Light intensity is derived from 
cloud cover (§ 3.2), and temperature is obtained from moored thennistors (§ 3.3). Wind 
data were also analysed, but no relationship with migration was found. 
Light intensity 
Zooplankton have been observed for many decades in the laboratory to respond to 
changes in light intensity (Clarke, 1930). In situ, the coordination of migrating times to 
changing twilight times is further evidence of this connection (Ashjian et aI., 2002), 
though Larke et al. (2004) found migrat ion timing in Chaoborus jlavicalls larvae to be 
unaffected by changes in cloud cover. The data from the two Trinity Bay deployments 
revealed a response by migrators to changing light cond itions. 
The only light data available for the deployments in this study are cloud opacity 
data from weather stations on land (see § 3.2). Cloud opacity is not a perfeci measure of 
light intensity, as other atmospheric factors and the surface albedo have an effect, as well 
as attenuation through the water column. Furthermorc, there is some question as to the 
spectral sensitivities of different species of zooplankton (Forward, 1988; Gal et aI., 
1999). Another source of uncertainty comes from the fact that cloud data are taken from 
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a single land-based location, and applied to multiple mooring locations at sea. While 
cloud cover differs from land to ocean (Kirk, 1994), the fact that the weather station was 
on the lip of a peninsula near the mooring location~ reduces this effect. In short, the 
) 
cloud data available were an adequate enough source of light inten$ity data to find a 
, 
statistically significant response by migrators, but a better gauge of sea surface light 
intensity and of light attenuation should be sought for future studies of this kind. 
A commonly used relationship between cloud cover and light intensity is based on 
Budyko (1974), 
(5.2) 
where Qo is the incoming irradiance unaffected by cloud, and Q is the resulting irradiance 
reaching the surface. The coeffic ient a depends upon latitude, and for the study region a 
= 0.40 (at 50 ON), and b = 0.38 at any latitude (Budyko, 1974). Cloud cover 11 is given as 
a number from 0 to I, with 0 indicating clear skies and I indicating overcast skies. Thus 
on a clear day, Q = Qo, and on an overcast day, Q = 0.22 Qo. Consider the daily light 
cycle to be sinusoidal from sunrise 10 sunset, giving surface light intensity as 
( I, ;f I<R 0' I>S) 1= . I - R . , 
lo+Qsm( IT S-R) If Rs.[s.S 
(5.3) 
where Rand S arc respectively the times of sunrise and sunset, and 10 is a minimum night-
time intensity, taken to be zero. This model for light suggests that cloud cover can playa 
large role in determining the light that reaches the surface (Fig 5.2.1). 
Light then decays exponentially with depth, depending upon its wavelength and 
the properties of the water column. The question of which wavelengths are perceived by 
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i 
the migrating zooplankton requires species differentiation within the migrating layer as 
well as more thorough light data, so this question is not addressed in the current study. 
Rather the response ofthc layer as a whole is exall{ined. 
'/ 
The uncertainties in the cloud data discussed earlier suggest that a functional 
, 
relationship between light intensity and some characteristic of migration will be difficult 
to perceive. Therefore a simpler relationship is sought. Days are divided into two 
groups: overcast and clear. Overcast days arc those with cloud opacity 10 tenths during 
time of migration. Clear days are those with cloud opacity 0 tenths during time of 
migration. These two cases make up the majority of days, and intennediate cases are 
ignored for this analysis. The goal is to find a significant difference between overcast 
days and clear days in migration behaviour. 
The deployments in Trinity Bay provide the best data for this analysis. Cloud data 
from the 1999 deployment in Placentia Bay contain a large gap that spans most of the 
deployment period. The Funk Island Bank mooring was too brief to obtain any 
statistically significant results. The Trinity Bay deployments provide more complete data 
sets, each spanning approximately 3 months, and the cloud data for this period contain 
only a few brief gaps. 
The quantification methods described in § 4.1 and § 4.2 can each be used to 
detemline timing of upward and downward migration. In § 4.1, a method is described for 
obtaining migration timing by locating times of peak upward or downward velocity w, or 
peak upward or downward backscatter gradient dSj dr. These times can be found for 
individual bins or averaged over many bins. The methods in § 4.2 for reducing ADCP 
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data to a single time series can also be used to quantify migration timing by locating the 
lime of maximum or minimum gradient. The result is a statistically significant difference 
in migration timing between clear and overcast dars. 
) 
If the cue for upward migration is a decrease in light beyond a certain threshold, 
then the hypothesis is that upward migration will occur earlier on ~vercast evenings than 
on clear evenings. Similarly, darkness is slower to recede on overcast mornings, so 
migration should occur later on overcast mornings than on clear mornings. The response 
to light by zooplankton is likely more complex than this, and variant between different 
species, but this relationship is apparent and statistically significant based on the data 
used in this study. 
The highest statistical significance was found using the methods described in § 4.1 
-in particular, using an edge~detection algorithm based on the maximum and minimum 
temporal derivatives of S, (Fig 5.2.2). In 2001 the significance was higher for morning 
migration, and in 2002 the significance was higher for for evening migration. In most 
cases, evening migration was approximately 20 minutes earlier on overcast days than on 
clear days, and morning migration was approximately 20 minutes later on overcast days 
than on clear days. Results showed a high statistical significance (p < 0.05) in almost half 
of the tests, and a fairly high significance (p < 0.2) in two thirds of the tests (Table 5.2.1). 
lfthe edge-detection algorithm is applied to the entire depth range of the ADCP data,p < 
0.05 ror nearly all Trinity Bay 2002 moorings, but statistical significance decreases ror 
Trinity Bay 2001. When an entire deployment is taken as a single data set, rather than 
individual moorings, t-tests always show high statistical significance. 
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Various other t-tests were perfonned to test for numerical quirks. The ADCP data 
have a temporal resolution of20 minutes while sunrise and sunset times are known to 
much higher resolution. Sunrise and sunset times w~re rounded to the nearest 20 minute 
i 
time for these analyses. Using a higher resolution did not decrease tlie statistical 
significance. Further tests were perfonned using cloud data from time periods that did 
not correspond to those of the ADCP data----essentially random cloud data. This was to 
check for systematic numerical phenomena that may appear statistically significant. The 
results showed no statistical significance. 
A response to cloud opacity was only seen when comparing completely overcast 
days to completely clear days. Still. thcse results are promising, particularly given the 
limitations of the available data in representing light intensity and in proximity to the 
moorings. Migrators are ascending earlier and descending later on cloudy days than on 
clear days. As suggested in § 1.2, such changes in migration timing by zooplankton may 
have implications throughout higher trophic levels, particularly regarding diel patterns in 
foraging. 
There exists debate as to whether migration is cued by light crossing a certain 
threshold or by changes in light intensity (Geller, 1986; Forward, 1988). 10 the model 
presented here, the maximum change in light intensity occurs at sunrise and at sunset 
both on days that are completely clear and on days that are completely overcast. The time 
at which light levels reach any given threshold changes, however. The implication is that 
under this model, in situ migration timing is cued by light crossing a certain threshold 
level. This is consistent with the predation avoidance hypothesis in that a threshold light 
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level would render zooplankton at risk of predation. 
Determining a more precise functional response ofmigrators to light intensity will 
require better data on light intensity and more infotmation on the s~ecies composition of 
, 
the migrating layers. Light intensity should be measured at the sea surface near the 
, 
mooring location, and taxonomy should be determined from net tows. These objectives 
have been included in the plan for the 2005 field season for the capelin ecosystem 
strategic project. 
The same analysis was performed using the velocity data. Migration velocities 
were found using a variety of methods analogous to the methods used to find migration 
timing, as described in § 4.1 and § 4.2. Velocities on clear days were compared to 
velocities on overcast days. No statistically significant difference was found, nor was any 
consistent pattern revealed. 
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Year day 
(e) 
Figure S.2.1 Effect of cloud opacity (a) on sea surface light intensity (b) based on 
Budyko (1974) fannulation. Cloud data arc from the Bonavista A WOS, 2002. Light 
intensity is normalized to I ...... : the maximum light intensity for a clear summer solstice at 
latitude 0 oN. A sample of solar radiation (W m·~) measured on the roof of the Chemistry 
and Physics building in 51. John's is given for comparison (e). 
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Figure 5.2.2 Trinity Bay 2001 mooring A. Results ofedge-detecti(fl algorithm used to 
determine migration timing from backscatter data. 
Mooring 
Trinity Bay 2001 
A 
B 
C 
Trinity Bay 2002 
A 
B 
C 
0 
E 
F 
Evening 
difference 
(minutes) 
-7.32 
-12 .57 
-11 .11 
-17.25 
-17.93 
·11.03 
-23.29 
1.44 
-20.71 
p-value Morning p-value 
difference 
(minutes) 
0.44 ·1.52 O.g 
0.31 22.51 0.04 
0.21 18.96 0.Q1 
0.02 11.25 0.11 
0.17 27.58 0.17 
0.16 8.57 0.17 
0.01 15.3 0.01 
0.82 10.56 0.18 
0.01 6.45 0.51 
Table 5.2.1 Difference of migration timing on overcast days from that on clear days, and 
associated p-values. Timings are obtained using an edge-detection algorithm on the 
bottom 20 m of backscatter data, then averaging times, eliminating the two outliers. The 
sample size varied from fI = 70 to 80 (with /I - 2 degrees of freedom~ with the exception 
of mooring B in Trinity Bay 2002, where the sample size was 38. (fey boxes are those 
withp-value of 0.05 or less. 
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Changes in temperature can afTect zooplankton in many ways, particularly by 
altering rates of metabolism and development. Hir?"he (1987) obseryed increased 
, 
metabolic rates among Arctic copepods with increased temperature~ Torres and Childress 
(1983) found that temperature has a substantial efTect on the oxygen consumption rate, 
and therefore the metabolic rate, of Euphausia pacifica at high swimming speeds. Egg 
development time and hatching rate have also been seen to be a function oflemperature 
(cf Geller, 1986; McLaren, 1974; Nielsen et af. 2002). Consider for example 
Belehradek's temperature function, 
D~ a ( T-ar' , (5.4) 
where D is development time to hatching, T is temperature, and the other values are 
empirically detennined constants (cl McLaren, 1974). Since sea water temperature is 
highly stratified in the vertical, temperature is expected to be an important factor in the 
vertical migration of zooplankton. 
As with the light intensity analysis, the migrating layer is treated as a whole fo r 
the temperature analysis. In reality, d ifTerent species within the layer may respond to 
temperature in different ways (Geller, 1986), particularly at night whcn the laycr within 
ADCP range likely has a more diverse taxonomic composition. Givcn the data, spccics 
difTerentiation within the scattering layer is not possible. A collective response by the 
whole layer to changes in temperature dynamics is still apparent, and some statistical 
analysis seems appropriate. 
Changes in temperature profilcs in the study region correspond to longcr time 
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scales than changes in light intensity. Responses to light intensity are seen at a high 
temporal resolution and therefore dominate the migration cycle, driving migrators to 
cross temperature gradients every day. The respon~ to temperature is therefore 
) 
secondary and should not be so immediate, but is apparent on longei' time scales (Fig 
, 
5.2.3). The focus here is thus on behaviour during the time intervals between migrations, 
as opposed to during migration. 
The ADeps only view the upper portion of the water column, so the composition 
ofthe scattering layers within this range differs between day and night. The examination 
of temperature response is therefore divided into day and night because of the difference 
in migrating groups between these two periods. The data are day-nonnalized. The day 
time series include the 6 hour intervals centred at noon, and night time series include the 
6 hour intervals centred at midnight. These 6 hour intervals arc each averaged to give one 
data point per day (Fig 5.2.4). For example, for the biomass median depth, the day time 
series ZJtJ)' would be calculated as 
1 1500 Z,.,(t)~N f,;, B, , (5.5) 
where t is year day, 8, is the day-nonnalized biomass median depth time series on day r, 
and N is the number of data points between 9:00 and 15:00. The night biomass median 
depth, Z.it." is calculated analogously, and the same averaging can be perfomled for any 
time series. This method will also be used here to calculate day and night time series of 
isothenn depths. Scattering layer depth is denoted Z and isothenn depth D, with a 
temporal resolution of 1 data point per day. The 6 hour intervals centred at 6:00 and at 
18:00 are not included because they correspond to migration events, when the scattering 
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f' 
layer behaviour is dominated by a response to light. 
The next step is to determine the temporal scale at which temperature dynamics 
become significant. The correlation coefficient r is'found between 2) and D, as a function 
, 
of time scale q. Running averages are taken over the time interval q; in days, and 
correlation coefficients are determined between resulting time series 7Y and 1)4', 
Explicitly, 
L: ( Z~ -Z' ) L: ( D~-1)' ) 
rq J'L. (Zr-z'I f"f, (D7-[jI )2 
where over-bars indicate means taken over all i, lY is defined by 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
and [)'I is defined analogously. This calculation is performed for both day and night time 
series. 
Finally, the coherence between Z." and Ddan and between Z~i,., and D"i&." are 
determined. Power spectra and cross spectrum are calculated by fast Fourier transform, 
and coherence is determined as a function of frequency. Coherence al a given frequency 
is a measure of the correlation between the components at that frequency of the two time 
series (Chatfield, 1996). 
These analyses were performed for Trinity Bay 2002 moorings A, C, D, E, and F, 
for day and for night series (Figs 5.2.5 - 5.2.9). Analysis of day time series used the depth 
of the 0 "C isothem1, and analysis of night time series used the depth of the I "C isothem1. 
In most cases, the entire time series was used; in a few cases, the isothem1 dropped out of 
ADCP range near the end of the deployment, so the final 20 days 'were dropped. Trinity 
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Bay 2002 mooring B and the Funk Island Bank mooring were not used because of their 
short durations. Moorings from Trinity Bay 2001 were not used because there are no 
temperature data for the upper halfofthe ADCP range. Placentia Bay 1999 data were not 
) 
used because the moorings had no thennistors. 
, 
The remaining five moorings reveal some consistent patterns. The same dip in 
biomass median depth around year day 170 that was seen in § 5.1 (Fig 5.1.6) is apparent 
in this analysis, and appears to correspond to similar dips in the isothenn depths 
occurring at the same time (Figs 5.2.5 - 5.2.9). This implies a response by migrators to 
large, relatively abrupt changes in temperature stratification. 
The statistical analyses show low frequency correlations between biomass median 
depth and isothenn depth. For the day time series, the time-scale dependent correlation 
coefficient rq shows high correlations between 20-50 day time scales. For lower q, 
correlation drops oIT, and for q > 50, the statistic behaves strangely due to the fact that the 
time series are of length :s 100 data points. For the night time series, there is no clear 
consistent behaviour of r q . 
The primary result of the coherence analysis is a very high coherence (typically 
greater than 0.9) at frequencies of 0.05 day1 or less, present in all moorings, for both day 
and night time series. This implies a significant response by migrators to temperature 
dynamics of period 20 days or longer. 
For higher frequency changes in temperature stratification, a consistent direct 
response is not perceived. Certain organisms within the scattering layer may be 
responding in a more imm,ediate sense, but cannot be resolved with these data. 
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t' Nevertheless, the response of the layer as a whole to low frequency temperature dynamics 
is a significant result. It also indicates that these methods are effective and could be 
appli ed to more talonomically detailed data. 
30 
70 ~lw._.,.._...iII" 
Year day 
Figure 5.2.3 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring C. Scattering layers (white) defined by 
identifying a range of backscatter intensity values with high vertical velocities (outside of 
2 standard deviations; see § 4.2). Series is day-nonnalized. and separated into day and 
night portions. Line shows -0.5 DC isothenn. 
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Figure 5.2.4 Data from a 10 day period at Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Top: biomass 
median depth with 6-hour intervals centred at noon and midnight highlighted. Bottom: 
day and night time series derived by averaging the biomass median depth over the 6-hour 
intervals shown above. 
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Figure 5.2.5 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Left column shows day time series, and right 
column shows night time series. Top: biomass median depth and isothenn depth (O°C 
for day and I °C for night). Middle: correlation between the two time series as a function 
of time scale q, the time scale at which the running average is taken. Bottom: coherence 
between the power spectra of biomass median depth and isotherm depth. 
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Figure 5.2.6 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring C. Left column shows day time series, and right 
column shows night time series. Top: biomass median depth and isothenn depth (0 "C 
for day and 1 "C for night). Middle: correlation between the two time series as a function 
of time scale q, the time scale at which the running average is taken. Bottom: coherence 
between the power spectra of biomass median depth and isothenn depth. 
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Figure 5.2.7 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring D. Left column shows day time series, and right 
column shows night time series. Top: biomass median depth and isotheml depth (0 °C 
for day and 1 °C for night). Middle: correlation between the two time series as a funct ion 
of time scale q, the time scale at which the running average is taken. Bottom: coherence 
between the power spectra of biomass median depth and isothenn depth. 
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Figure 5.2.8 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring E. Left column shows day time series, and right 
column shows night time series. Top: biomass median depth and isotherm depth (0 "C 
ror day and 1 "c ror night). Middle: correlation between the two time series as a runction 
ortime scale q, the time scale at which the running average is taken. Bottom: coherence 
between the power spectra or biomass median depth and isotherm depth. 
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Figure 5.2.9 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring F. Left column shows day time series, and right 
column shows night time series. Top: biomass median depth and isotherm depth (0 "C 
for day and I "C for night). Middle: correlation between the two time series as a function 
of time scale q, the time scale at which the running average is taken. Bottom: coherence 
between the power sp(Xtra of biomass median depth and isothenn depth. 
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5.3 Anomalies 
I' , 
This section identifies and briefly discusses anomalies, presenting no analysis. 
These can be considered points ofpossih\e further inquiry for the 20~5 and 2006 field 
seasons of the capelin ecosystem strategic project and other studies r~laled to zooplankton 
I 
migration. They arc points of interest in particular because similar phenomena have been 
observed in other studies. 
Reverse migration 
Some of the ADCP data show what appear to be instances of reverse migration. 
This migration is the inverse of nonnal nocturnal migration, with daylight hours spent at 
the surface and night hours spent at depth. One explanation is a corollary of the predation 
avoidance hypothesis of diel vertical migration. If carnivorous zooplankton are migrating 
nocturnally, avoiding predators, then their zooplankton prey will adopt reverse migration 
to avoid the nocturnally migrating carnivorous zooplankton (Hays, 2003; Lampert, 1989). 
On occasion, the column of abnormally large velocity measurements caused by 
strongly upward migrating zooplankton is immediately followed by a similar colunm of 
strong downward velocity values. In the corresponding backscatter data, there sometimes 
appears to be a faint descending scattering layer (Fig 5.3.1 a, b). Though these features 
are difficult to perceive at this low temporal resolution, they have an effect on methods 
used for quantifying scattering layers. For example, the strong downward velocities in 
the vertical velocity data truncate the migration path of the scattering layer derived from 
the adjusted Heywood simulation method (Fig 5.3.1 c). The flux-velocimetry method 
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captures this downward velocity, but it is weaker than in the measured vertical velocity 
data (Fig 5.3.1 d). 
The phenomena that appear to be reverse migration are rarelr seen in these data, 
occurring only2 to 5 times during a 100 day deployment. If they a;e occurring on a daily 
I 
basis, the configuration of the ADCP is such that they are obscured by the dominant 
nocturnally migrating zooplankton. This may be due to ADCP signal frequency, low 
spacial or temporal resolution, or the restriction of the ADCP range to the upper portion 
ofthe water column. In general, they are more apparent in the Trinity Bay deployments 
than in the other deployments. 
Midnight sinking 
Some nocturnal migrators have been observed to ascend to the surface at night, 
then descend somewhat during the middle hours of the night, and ascend again just before 
the morning descent to depth. This is known as twilight migration, or midnight sinking, 
and has been observed for certain stages of Calolllls jinmarchicils (Cushing, 1951). This 
behaviour is apparent on occasion in the Trinity Bay data (Fig 5.3.2). No clear 
relationship between midnight sinking and the lunar cycle was found using any of the 
quantification techniques. Such anomalies serve to illustrate the complexity of the 
problem of migration, the diversity of migration patterns, and the limitations of single -
frequency acoustic observation and analysis. 
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Figure 5.3.1 Data anomaly that appears to be reverse migration, Trinity Bay 2001 
mooring A, year day 198-199. Backscatter coefficient (a) and vertical velocity data (b) 
from ADep, showing downward migration immediately following upward migration at 
20:00. Simulations or backscatter intensity using the adjusted Heywood method (e) and 
of vertical velocity using the flux-velocimetl)' method with the bootstrap correction (d). 
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I 
Figure 5.3.2 Data anomaly that appears to be midnight sinking, Trinity Bay 2002 
mooring D, year day 234-235. Backscatter coefficient (a) and vertical velocity data (b) 
from ADCP, showing moderate sinking of the strong scattering layer just after 20:00 
NST. Calculation of the biomass median depth (c) shows a similar path. 
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CHAPTER 6: EMPIRICAL MODEL AND CONCLUSIONS 
Models ofrnigrating zooplankton typically attempt to model layer depth, and sometimes 
) 
thickness, as a funclion of the cues believed to influence migration ~Fisken & Giske, 
, 
1995; Han & Straskraba, 1998,2001). Such a model is inappropriate in this case because 
it would rely on 100 many assumptions about the portion of the water column below the 
ADCP, where no data were collected. Instead, the model focuses on only the upper 
portion of the water column. 
Backscatter coefficient in time and depth is modelled as a function of the known 
physical variables: light, and temperature. An attempt is made to reconstruct a 
backscatter array based on the data on these variables and an empirically detcnnined 
funclional response. The modelled backscatter is then compared to the backscatter 
measured by the ADCP. The comparison gives an interpretation of how much variability 
can be explained by these physical cues, and how much remains unexplained. Following 
thc model is a discussion of the results and conclusions of this project. 
6.1 Model 
The objective of the model is to generate a predicted backscatter coefficient, S:, 
based on the measured physical properties ofthe surrounding water. An empirical 
approach is taken, based on the observed responses by scaUerers to changes in light 
intensity and temperature. The level of accuracy with which the model reproduces the 
measured backscatter data gives an indication of how much migration variation is due to 
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changing physical conditions. The variation not represented in the model is likely due to 
other factors not represented in the available data, such as food availability and the 
presence of predators. 
Temoerature-depth signature 
In the following model fonnulation, functions will be denoted using boldface font, 
and independent variables using nonnal font. Measured backscatter, S..{r.z) is a function 
of time t and depth z (positive downward). Thennistor data also provide an associated 
temperature, T(t.z), at each time and depth. 
Depth is considered to playa role in migrator response to temperature and light 
because of the vertical stratification of the ocean in tenns of temperature, pressure, 
illumination, food availability, and other factors important to zooplankton life. For 
example, a migrator that tends to depths near or below the thennocline would be 
accustomed to temperatures between -I and I °C, whereas a migrator that spends a 
substantial amount time nearer the surface would be exposed to a much wider range of 
temperatures. Because of the dependencc on depth, cach 4·metre depth bin is considered 
separately. 
A "temperature-depth signature" is an empirical function that gives a mean 
backscatter value as a function of temperature and depth. It is constructed by averaging, 
for each (T, z) pair, all S. values in the data associated with that temperature and depth: 
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t,S.(I,Z)8,(I) 
SrL(T,z) 
~8'(1) (6.1) 
where 0,,(1) = 1 if T«(,z) = T, and 0 otherwise; n is the number of data points in the lime 
, 
series. Because scattering layer composition difTers greatly between day and night, data 
are divided into day and night portions as in § 5.2, using the 6 hours cenlred at day-
normalized noon and midnight respectively. The day and night temperature-depth 
signatures are each calculated separately. so that 
~ S.(I. z)8, (1)6 .. ,(I ) 
Sl7day (T.z ) ~8' (1)6 ",,( 1 ) (6.2) 
where t5day(t) = 1 if ( is in the 6 hours centred at day-normalized noon, and OOlhelWise. 
SrLnil~' is defined analogously. 
In the numerical formulation, depth is divided by 4 m bins to match the ADep 
resolution. Temperature values are divided by 0.1 "C bins centred at multiples of 0.1 0c. 
The resulting signatures show qualitatively the temperature preference of scatterers at any 
given depth, by day and by night (Fig 6.1.1 - 6.1.3). Temperature frequency distributions 
at each depth are included to give a relative indication of the number of S~ values 
averaged for each (T, z) pair. 
The Trinity Bay 2002 moorings have the most complete data for this analysis, 
having temperature data through the entire range of the ADCP. There are some 
consistent pattems seen in the temperature-depth signatures, showing apparent trends in 
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the response by migrators to temperature. There is also some variability for which 
interpretation is difficult. Three moorings are included here as examples. 
The temperature-depth signatures for the d'.lY time, STZd_l> (Figs 6.1.1 - 6.1.3 tops) 
) 
all indicate that migrators avoid wann temperatures near the surfa~e. In the depth range 
I 
0[20 - 40 m, temperatures can range from about -I to 15°C. However, for temperatures 
above 5 DC, backscatter is very low (less than -90 dB). This implies that during the day, 
migrators tend to inhabit this depth range only when temperatures are relatively low and 
avoid it othetwise. 
At depths below 50 m, the day time behaviour is different, and not consistent 
throughout all moorings. Moorings C and E (Figs 6.1.1 and 6.1.3 resp.) show a drop in 
backscatter intensity for temperatures less than -1 DC, suggesting that migrators are 
avoiding very cold temperatures. However. mooring 0 (Fig 6.1.2) shows a slight 
increase at these low temperatures. 
The temperature-depth signatures for the night time, STZoil~h (Figs 6.1.1 - 6.1.3 
bottoms) show different behaviour. Mooring E (Fig 6.1.3 bottom) shows the same 
aversion to high temperatures ncar the surface, though to a lesser degree. In the deeper 
water, high backscatter intensity is associated with both the maximum and minimum 
temperatures for all moorings, and lower backscatter values are associated with the 
intermediate temperature range. Though fairly consistent, the causes underlying this 
pattern are uncertain. It may represent two distinct groups ofmigrators with different 
temperature preferences. 
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Construction of backscatter array 
I' 
J 
The modelled backscatter array is constructed based on the response to 
temperature and light. Response to temperature is aetcnnined by th~ temperature-depth 
• signatures described above, separately for day and night. Response to light determines 
I 
the timing of the transition between day and night. 
The timing of the day-night transition is dctcnnined at each depth using the 
method applied in § 5.2-by locating the time orlhe maximum S, gradient. The 
dependence of timing on cloud cover established in § 5.2 is approximated using linear 
regression between timing on clear days compared with overcast days (approximately a 
20 minute difference). This gives the timing of ascent, t~(CA ,z) , and the timing of 
descent, lo(CD,z ), as functions of cloud cover during ascent C,." cloud cover during 
descent CD, and depth. These two values of timing determine at each depth, and for each 
day, which points arc associated with day time, and which points are associated with 
night time. 
A simulated backscatter array, S:, is then modelled based on these empirical 
functions. At any time t and depth z, there is an associated temperature, T(f,z). The 
simulated backscatter value assigned is based on the temperature-depth signature value, 
either ST7.dl)(T(t,z),z) or Sr.btll h,(T(f,z),Z). Timings of ascent and descent, fA and tD, 
detennine whether the day or night temperature-depth signature is used. That is, each day 
is modelled by: 
S , ' II , Z)~ ( S rL~y( T ( t , z), z) if tote D' z)< t <IA {C A' z)j 
S".,,,,,I T II , z), z) otheowise (6.3) 
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For any (T,z) pairs not represented in the temperature-depth signatures, the missing values 
are linearly interpolated. 
The final product is a backscatter array constructed based o~ temperature, depth, 
and cloud cover (Fig 6.1.4). The temperature-depth signatures useit here are constructed 
from the entire deployment duration, but this is not necessary. It is possible to construct 
long periods of modelled backscatter based on just a few days of ADCP data provided 
that the temperature and cloud data are available. 
Cross sections of S: along a constant depth show that although the average S. 
value is modelled well, the high frequency variation is not (Figs 6.1.5, 6.1.6). 
Furthennore, strong S . values that occur during twilight transitions are not modelled. 
This can be seen in the difference between the daily averages (Fig 6.1.7), and is due to the 
fact that the transition between day and night at any given depth is modelled as being 
instantaneous. Otherwise, the daily averages are very close. 
The intent of the model is to simulate the distribution of scatterers in the water 
column. A quantitative assessment can be made by calculating the biomass median depth 
and comparing it to that of the measured backscatter. The result is that the high 
frequency variation is lost in the simulation, but the average value across a day or night is 
accurately simulated (Fig 6.1.8). Therefore the correlation between the two series is low 
(r ::::: 0.5), but the correlations between day series and between night series, constructed as 
in § 5.2, are consistently higher (r ::::: 0.7), confinning the low-frequency influence of 
temperature found in § 5.2. The averages of the simulated and measured time series are 
also always within I m of each other, at an order of magnitude smaller than the grid size, 
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" 
, 
indicating that the average distribution of scatterers is simulated well (Table 6.1.1). 
The fact that higher frequency variations in scatterer distribution are modelled 
poorly is expected. The two physical cues examined in this study- light and temperature 
) 
-typically have little variation during the day or during the night. ~Higher frequency 
I 
changes in scauering layer depth are most likely due to other cues, such as the sudden 
presence or absence of predators. 
The strategy here of reproducing the entire backscatter array, rather than simply 
modelling layer depth as a function of time, was followed because of the vertical 
limitation orthe ADCP data. The strategy is still applicable to data that span the entire 
water column, and its results can be reduced to a single time series that represents layer 
depth as a function of time. It is, however, more calculation-intensive than a simpler 
functional approach. Further refining of this model based on more empirical data could 
produce a good tool for estimating low frequency trends in scatterer distribution based on 
temperature and light data. The model can also be easily modified to incorporate 
additional variables representing other factors that may influence scatlerer distribution. 
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Mooring Mean St. dev. Correlation coefficients (r) 
difference difference Whol" Day Night 
(m) (m) series series -,eries 
A -0.41 6.54 0.52 O.72~ 0.74 
B 0.6 6.88 0.51 0.73 0.75 
C -0.53 6.86 0.57 o.Bi 0.6 
D 0.07 7.12 0.55 0.39 0.4 
E -0.03 7.12 0.64 0.81 0.6 
F -0.13 8.58 0.47 0.37 0.68 
Table 6.1.1 Trinity Bay 2002, all moorings. Comparisons between the biomass median 
depth of measured backscatter data and that of simulated backscatter data. The difference 
used for the mean and standard deviation is simulated - observed. The day series and 
night series are constructed as in § 5.2. 
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Figure 6.1.1 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring C. Temperature-depth signature of Sv values. 
Colour plot shows the average S. value for each temperature~depth pair. Solid lines show 
the distribution of temperature values at each depth. Averages are taken over the entire 
deployment period. Top: day. Bottom: night. 
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Figure 6.1.2 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring D. Temperature~depth signatu re of Sv values. 
Colour plot shows the average Sv value for each lemperature~depth pair. Solid lines show 
the distribution of temperature values at each depth. Averages are taken over the entire 
deployment period. Top: day. Bottom: night. 
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Figure 6.1.3 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring E. Temperature-depth signature of Sy values. 
Colour plot shows the average S. value for each temperature-depth pair. Solid lines show 
the distribution of temperature values at each depth. A vcrages are taken over the entire 
deployment period. Top: day. Bottom: night. 
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Figure 6.1.4 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Top: measured backscatter. Bottom: 
simulated backscatter using empirical model. 
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Figure 6.1.5 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Measured (top) and modelled (bottom) 
backscatter at a depth of 55 m. 
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Figure 6.1.6 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Measured (top) and modelled (bollom) 
backscatter at a depth of 30 m. 
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Figure 6.1.7 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Daily average of measured backscatter (a), 
modelled backscatter (b), and absolute value of difference (e). 
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Figure 6.1.8 Trinity Bay 2002 mooring A. Biomass median depth ofmeasured 
backscatter (a) and simulated backscatter (b). 
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6.2 Conclusions 
In the absence of ADep calibration and taxonomic differentiation, it is often the 
case that bioacoustic data are restricted to qualitative applications. However, quantitative 
, '/ 
analysis ofbioacoustic data in the absence of taxonomic data can be a valuable tool in 
examining the behaviour of the scattering layer as a whole for a nJrnber of reasons: 
I . The bioacoustic data collection is not as time intensive as sampling and does not 
disrupt the water column; 
2. Bioacoustic data are also often collected automatically with physical data, as is the 
case with ADeps, and are often part of standard data collection during sUlveys, 
sometimes without complementary tow data; 
3. Results from modelling and spccies-specific laboratory studies are often difficult 
to integrate with ill situ DVM patterns because of the complexityofthe migrating 
zooplankton community; 
4. Large scale ecosystem projects, such as the capelin C{;osystem strategic project, 
often require simplifications to be made. It is nol practical, for example, to model every 
trophic interaction within a complex zooplankton community. 
In order to interpret the bioacoustic data, reliable methods of quantification are 
developed. These methods have been catalogued in Chapter 4. This includes methods 
found in the literature as well as methods developed for this thesis. Brief comparison and 
assessment of these methods show that each may be better suited to a different purpose, 
and so appropriate consideration should be made before interpreting bioaeoustic data. A 
detailed review using data that span the entire water column would be a useful reference 
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for future studies of this kind. 
Applying methods of quantification to bioacoustic data allows for statistical 
comparisons to environmental data. Significant rei.ationships between migration 
) 
behaviour and the available temperature and cloud data were foun~ as well as horizontal 
I 
spacial correlations between moorings. Application of techniques for quantification 
yielded the following results. 
I. Migration velocities - Measured descent velocities were consistently higher than 
measured ascent velocities, particularly in Trinity Bay. This is likely related to the 
negative buoyancy of the animals. With detailed infonnation on the size, morphology, 
and swimming behaviour of the zooplankton, this velocity difference can be interpreted in 
the context of the theoretical argument presented in § 2.1. 
2. Relative biomass index - A strong relationship was found between backscatter 
intensity (Sv) and observed dry weight of zooplankton collected with a bongo net (r = 
0.77). This relationship essentially represents a difference between depth-integrated night 
and day data. The tow data were not directed toward the purpose of correlating 
backscatter to dry weight, so the method of detennining the relationship relied on 
assumptions about the spatial and temporal persistence of the diel pattern. The resulting 
conversion from backscatter to biomass is an index that is considered to be accurate in a 
relative sense, but not in an absolute sense. 
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3. Horizontal homogeneity - Correlations between quantifications at moorings were 
found to decrease with increasing distance between moorings. The same rel ationship 
hcld when comparing beams within the same moorjng. This type of analysis can be used 
) 
in detennining how much horizontal area should be represented by'a single mooring. 
These results indicate a high correlation even at a separation distance of lOs ofkm for the 
average daily pattern (r ::: 0.9), but a lower correlation for seasonal variations on the same 
horizontal scale (r ::: 0.7). 
4. Response to cloud cover - The uncertainty inherent in using cloud cover data to 
represent light (see § 2.2, 4.2) limited analysis to a comparison between clear and 
overcast days. On overcast days, migrators ascended approximately 20 minutes earlier 
and descended approximately 20 minutes later than on clear days. This implies that 
zooplankton are maximizing time spent at the surface under darkness. It also suggests 
that a threshold light level, rather than a change in light level or endogenous rhythms, 
cues migration. This is consistent with the predation avoidance hypothesis of DVM, 
suggesting that zooplankton leave the surface waters in response to the threat of visually 
hunting predators. 
Oflhe various tools for quantifying migration timing, the most effcctivc for this 
analysis was an edge detection algorithm, identifying timing by the time of the maximum 
and minimum gradients dSJdr along a range of depths. The methods of convcrting 
backscatter to a single layer, such as biomass median depth, were highly innuenccd by the 
truncation of data below the ADCP, particularly during migration events, so thesc 
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methods were not useful in quantifying migration timing. They should not be disregarded 
for this purpose, however, until they are tested on data that include the entire migration 
cycle. 
The high statistical significance of the relationship between4liming and cloud 
, 
covcr warrants further investigation. lfmore refined and location-specific light data were 
collected at the sea surface, rather than relying on cloud data from a distant weather 
station, it may be possible to find a functional response by migrators to light level. It is 
also important to detennine whether the ADCP is observing predominantly one type of 
zooplankton, or if a diverse community is being tracked. It is possible that many types of 
zooplankton coordinate migration timing with each other 10 a fairly high temporal 
resolution since carnivorous zooplankton rely on smaller zooplankton for food. 
5. Response to temperature - A strong relationship was found between scattering 
layer depth and isolhenns depth on time scales of 20 days or more. This suggests that 
temperature plays a role in detennining the preferred depth toward which migrators tend 
during times between migration events. In the Trinity Bay 2002 data, there was also a 
clear response by migrators to an abrupt change in temperature stratification around year 
day 170. 
The response to temperature was expected to occur on a longer time scale than the 
response to light because of the driving influence of light on the migration cycle. 
Different types of zooplankton have been seen to have different themlal preferences 
(Geller, 1986), and taxonomic differentiation was nOI possible for most of the data. 
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These methods of analysis could also be applied to more taxonomically detailed data to 
determine more specific responses to temperature by certain types of zooplankton. 
The Model 
The strategy of modelling the entirc backscatter array, rathef than simply the layer 
depth or thickness, was adopted because ofthc limited range of ADCP data. Although it 
is more calculation intensive, this method produces a good simulation that illustrates the 
extent to which scatterer distribution is a function of light and temperature. High 
frequency fluctuations are not simulated well, and it is believed that these fluctuations are 
caused by other factors, such as predation. The model is applicable to more complete 
data sets, and it can be easily adapted to incorporate other cues believed to influence 
migration. 
Future considerations 
Because of constraints in resourccs, this thesis relied largely on data originally 
collected for other purposes. The methods of quantification and analysis were developed 
to be robust enough to deal with imperfect data sets. However, for future studies, the 
following pieces of data should be considered. Thcse considerations will be accounted 
for in the 2005 field season for the capclin ecosystem project. 
1. Acoustic data spanning the full water column - The truncation of data below 
the ADCP depth restricted analysis. Techniques for quantification and analysis arc 
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expected to me morc effective when the entire migration cycle is recorded. However, thi s 
limitation of the data was valuable in developing robust quantification techniques. The 
convenience and availability ofbioacou51ic data is .~ountered by the fact that collection of 
) 
these data is not always honed to a specific purpose. It is therefore important for these 
quantification and analysis techniques to be applicable to imperfect' and incomplete data 
sets. 
2. More complete temperature and light data· The entire spac ial range viewed by 
the ADCP was not always covered by thermistors. This made the temperature response 
difficult to determine, particularly for the Trinity Bay 2001 deployment. Ideally, the 
entire water column should be represented. 
Relying on cloud cover as an indicator of light intensity led to some degree of 
uncertainty. Light data should be measured directly. rather than relying on cloud data, 
and should be taken closer to the moorings. 
3. Directed tows near the ADCP mooring - It is important to detennine what 
organisms make up the observed scatteri ng layers during various times of the day. A 
fairly high correlation between backscatter and copepod biomass was found. However, 
the sampling technique used bongo nets. designed specifically to sample copepods. Other 
zooplankton may be present. and taxonomic difTerentiation may explain difTerent 
migratory behaviours of the scattering layers. Furthennorc. the tow data used were taken 
as part of a survey over a very large region, and without specific attention paid to time of 
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day. A sampling regime should be designed ror the mooring location with specific 
attention paid to nautical twilight times. 
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Appendix A 
" 
I 
The energetics discussion in § 2.1 omitted some details of the dCri,)ations so as not to 
disrupt the continuity ofthc discussion. These details are presenteb here. 
A.I Energetic requirement for hovering at constant depth 
This derivation assumes that the animal hovers by creating a continuous unifonn 
flow, so that the problem becomes similar to calculating the energetic cost of a hovering 
helicopter. For details on derivations for a hovering helicopter and assumptions made see 
Newman (1994), Leishman (2000). Remaining stationary by creating such a flow is also 
a feeding tactic for some zooplankton, such as Neocalallus cristatlts, as the flow is 
generated by the mouthparts, and entrains food particles (Greene, 1988). 
The animal's shape is approximated as a sphere orradius (I, and the downward 
flow generated is considered to have a cross-sectional area of1Wl (Fig A.l.l). A current 
is generated by the mouthparts with velocity W I, and pressure p just above, so that 
Bernoulli's law gives 
(A.1) 
where po is the pressure of undisturbed water far above, and p is the fluid density. The 
flow is modelled by a constant pressure difference across the plane of the mouthparts, so 
just below the mouthparts, the pressure is increased to p+6p, and further below the 
animal the pressure is again equal to the undisturbed pressure po, with some wake 
velocity W l . Bernoulli's law gives 
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t' 
P+.1P+~PW;=Po+~PW; (A.2) 
(A.J) 
The generated flow moves a mass ofwaler equal to p(1ta2)(~VI IT), where tr is the 
total time spent hovering. The kinetic energy required to move this mass is 
£k= ~[p ( TTal )( WI t r)] w; (AA) 
The thrust that the animal must generate to move this water can be expressed in three 
ways- in terms oflhe mass flux of water (M), in tenns of the generated pressure, and in 
temlS of the force balancing gravity; respectively: 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
Equating these gives expressions for ve locities: 
(A.8) 
W~~F,' , , 
pTfa 
(A.9) 
and substitution into (A.4) gives 
(A.IO) 
The actual work required by the zooplankter to generate this energy depends on the 
mechanical efficiency ofUlC animal and mode of propulsion, discussed in § 2.1. 
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p 
Figure A. I. I Schematic or a capepod hovering by producing a contin uous downward 
flow. 
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A.2 Time and distance required to coast to a stop 
Consider a spherical zooplankter moving upward with an initial velocity WI. The 
forces acting to decelerate are the adjusted force C?! gravity, Fg', and the drag force FD, 
) 
which is a function of velocity. Using the definitions for these for~es given by equations 
(2.2) and (2.3), the acceleration is given by 
LeI 
Then 
A=~ and B= - g 
2,1pa 2 
~=Aw+ B 
dl 
The amount of time required to come to rest is then 
• d Jdl ~J-w-
.J t w, Aw + B 
Similarly, the distance required to come to rest is 
d 0 wdw J z ~ J Aw+ B 
liz "', 
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(A.II) 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.IS) 
(A.16) 
(A.17) 
(A.18) 
(A.19) 
A zooplankter of size a = 0.001 m travelling at IV = 0.05 m' s·1 (approximately the 
maximum velocity found in the measured data) will come to rest in !1t = 0.004 s and in 
I:lz = 8x 1 O·~ m. II should be noled that more elaborate formulations of capepod 
swimming yield coasting distances that arc not as small (el Morris el al. , 1985). 
A.3 Work requirement for hop-aDd-sink swimming al a nonzero mean velocity 
A zooplanktcr is assumed to hop upward at a constant velocity IV) and to sink at a 
constant terminal velocity w" as given by equation (2.6). Acceleration and deceleration 
times are neglected (sec Appendix A.2). The mean rate of accent, W, is also known. 
This rate is a combination of hopping upward and sinking downward: 
(A.20) 
where Zi and tj are resp!Xtively the distance and time passed in one hop, and z, and I , are 
respectively the distance and time passed sinking between the end of one hop and the start 
of the next. This time spent sinking is unknown, and depends upon the mean velocity, 
Rearranging (A.20) gives: 
I :::Zj -Wl j 
, w+lw,1 (A.21) 
The work done b)i the zooplankter for a single hop is F",,'zjt where F.p is 
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detennined as in equation (2.1). The number of hops N over total time IT is 
(A.22) 
so the the total work done is 
(A.23) 
Substitution for Is and some simple algebra gives 
[w,( W+Iw.I I] WT=Fup ~/T (A.24) 
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